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t has become a disturbing trend, perhaps
eve~~ fashionable, for critics to highlight the
apparent wrongdoings of public figures in
this country.
In this respect, politicians in opposition ranks
have also made it their business to mount a relentless attack on the reputation of Government
figw-es without a proper assessment of the facts
involved. It is granted that those in the public eye
must expect a thorough examination of their lifestyles.
But it is equally im~t that no ill-conceived emphasis or gross exaggeration should be
allowed to distort the facts. Those in high places
are vulnerable in that they C31Ulot enter into public
debate against all criticisms for obvious reasons.
But when a totally wx:alled for attack is made
with the sole purpose of tarnishing one's name, it
may be necessary to set the record straight so that
all right-thinking members of the public may be
in a position to have a balanced view of things.
It is in the light of the above observations that
Rahim: Bringing • wave of prosp.rity to Malace~~
1am now compelled to rebut the vile accusations
made against Tan Sri Rahim Tam by Chik in the
April 20, 1994 issue of Asiaweek which was reproduced in A/iran
Monthly 1994:14(6).

'LUXURY WHEELS'

"politicians in
opposition ranks
have also made it
their business to
mount a relentless
attack on the
reputation of
Government figures
without a proper
assessment of the
facts involved."

The first accusation levelled against him concerns 'luxwy wheels'
which he is supposed to own and which are said to show that 'things
are not right' in Malacca. I am at a loss to understand the connection
between the cars which he purportedly possesses and the welfare of
the State.
At the moment, Tan Sri Rahim drives a Mercedes and his wife has
a BMW and the documents of purchase will show the extent of the
loans laken for the purpose. IsMrLim GuanEngnotawareofthefact
that there are many families with two cars or more (including more
exotic models) in Malacca?
By trying to single Tan Sri Rahim out for ridicule as if such
car-ownership was the exception rather than the norm, Mr Lim clearly
shows the extent to which he would stoop to discrci1it a political
opponent He is a professional but he has shown himself to be sadly
lacking in real professionalism by making such silly and meaningless
comparison with the value of Tan Sri Rahim's cars and prevailing
conditions in :Malacca.

RAHIM'S PROPERTY
Next, it is said that Tan Sri Rahim owns vast assets which are
to his total earnings as the Chief Minister of
Malacca during the material period.
While I am mindful or the fact that Mr Lim Guan Eng is indeed a
qualified accountant, I cannot fathom his queer method of estimation
of the alleged value of Tan Sri Rahim's assets at 'about $25 million'.
Perhaps Mr Lim would offer to buy up all these SO<alled assets for
the cut·rate price of say RMlO million!
The house Tan Sri Rahim owns in Paya Ikan was bought more lhan
e~~tirely disproportionate

IS years ago for RM2S,OOO by mortgaging it together with a smaller
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house owned by his father. The rubber estate in Cheng was purchased at less than RMlO,OOO per acre about seven years ago and it
is located away from the main road with limited access. It is perfectly
possible that both the properties have enhanced in their market value
over the years but certainly not to the fanciful extent to which Mr
Urn subscribes in order to discredit Tan Sri Rahim.
As to other assets which Tan Sri Rahim is said to own, I would
suggest that Mr Lim conduct serious investigation as to Tan Sri
Rahim's presumed connection with them instead of making wild
charges which are purely intended to mislead the people.

SHARE-HOWER?

"The Chief Minister
of a State is not
expected to lead the
life of a cloistered
monk and what is
normally inevitable
on a purely social
basis must not be
construed as
immoral conduct."

In this respect. there is an ongoing and persistent rumour that
Tan Sri Rahim is the principal share-holder in a company known as
Dayamik which is reputed to own vast corporate assets.
It is true that his brother-in-law started it as a family company
and he subsequently sold it to two outsiders. Meanwhile, the said
outsiders wanted to purchase a piece of land which Tan Sri Rahim
owned for RM40,000 and in exchange he was offered shares in the
said company.
This was not done for the purpose of Tan Sri Rahim wanting to
be a share-holder in the said company as he could have easily
prevented his brother-in-law from disposing the company to the
outsiders in the first place. A resolution that the land was being sold
for cash was prepared by the Company's Accountant But. upon the
advice of Tan Sri Rahim's lawyer, the relevant Transfer Form 14A
was drawn up in escrow to show that the consideration was in fact
shares in the Company. It was also Tan Sri Rahim's intention then
that upon the Company paying him the balance of the purchase price,
he would withdraw his right to take up the shares. This was duly
effected by him some time in 1988 when he received the outstanding
balance from the Company.
Therefore, the question of Tan Sri Rahim being a share-holder
in the company is an elaborate fiction created by Mr Lim simply to
deceive the public at large. The truth is that Tan Sri Rahim was never
at any time registered as a share-holder of the Company in question.
Another related allegation levelled against Tan Sri Rahim that
the share-holders in several other companies are merely his proxies
and that he is the real owner in all these cases. I have a strange feeling
that this charge is brought against Tan Sri Rahim because he is seen
in the company of such businessmen or because they have regular
access to him, either at his office or in the form of meetings.
Let it be said that Tan Sri Rahim has heeded the central
Government's call to develop entrepreneurial skills among the less
endowed in our society and he has taken a personal interest in this
aspect of economic upliftment. particularly among the local
Bumiputeras. Many such people have sought Tan Sri Rahim out for
advice and assistance and he has never failed to answer their calls,
even if it meant sacrificing his time and energy.
As a direct consequence of the frequency of such contacts, Mr
Lim has concluded rather presumptuously that Tan Sri Rahim is
feathering his own nest through the agency of these persons. Despile
his intellectual background, I regret to note that Mr Lim has discarded his proper role as an Opposition member and has indulged
in petty and totally unfounded insinuations, devoid of any merit
whatsoever.
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DECLARATION OF ASSETS
As a matter of fact, Tan Sri Rahim has already made the necessary
Declaration of Assets to the Prime Minister which shows that the present
level of his indebtedness stands at about RMl million, consisting of a
Joan from the Govenunent of RM400,000 as well as those from private
financial institutions an10unting to another RM600,000. These loans
account for the house which Tan Sri Rahim owns in Kuala Lumpur as
well as some smaller properties.
'The income which he earns from these properties now is approximately RM8,000 per month and this, together with his monthly
remuneration amounting to RM20,<XX> is sufficient to service these loans
and to keep him financially afloat without having to resort to any form
of corruption which the innuendo voiced by Mr Lim in the said offensive
article is clearly intended to suggest to the non-informed reader.

AU.EGED WOMAN/SING
Guan Eng: Political foe

"It is always easy to
rake up mud with
the sole purpose of
spoiling a person's
credibility but it
requ ires special
breeding to be able
to take a rational
and impartial look
instead of adopting
a jaundiced view of
things."

A great deal is also made of incidents of 'alleged womanising' and
the lurid tales which accompany such activities. It would appear to all
and sundry that a public personality cannot be seen in the company of a
woman and philandering must be the sole objective of any such meeting!
During the courses of Tan Sri Rahim's multifarious public duties he
has occasion to be asked to meet many ladies (including both the young

and attrJ.Ctive kind) and he cannot be held responsible if some people
should indulge in flights of fancy regarding these encounters.
The Chief Minister of a State is not expccteq to lead the life of a
cloistered monk and what is nonnally inevitable on a purely social basis
must not be construed as immoral conduct. I wonder what our woman
Ministers will have to say on the subject of businessmen calling on them
or even accompanying them on overseas missions!

UMNO LEADERSHIP CONCERNED?
There is also an overall suggestion that the top echelons of UMNO
leadership view Tan Sri Rahim with some concern but I personally feel
no cause for alarm. There has been no call from Tan Sri Rahim's political
leaders. to account for any wayward action on his part nor has there been
any more to chastise him publicly for being thoroughly inept or incompetent.
In fact, the article which sets out to destroy Tan Sri Rahim has also
referred to his achievements in the State and he will leave it to the citizens
of Malacca to be the final arbiters of his present standing. It is always
easy to rake up mud with the sole pwpose of spoiling a person's
credibility but it requires special breeding to be able to take a rational
and impartial look. instead of adopting a jaundiced view of things.
A political figure is always a convenient target for his foes but it must
be remembered that he is also regularly measured for productivity by
those he has set out to serve. In this respect, Mr Lim Guan Eng and his
fellow-travellers have forgotten their manners and have shown themselves to be myopic in their vision and sadly out of focus vis-a-vis Wawasan
2020.
Tan Sri Rahim has strived to the best of his limited ability to bting
progress to the people of Malacca. There is no better yardstick to gauge
his success in that direction than the current wave of prosperity which
the state now enjoys.
No amount of malevolent spite as shown by Mr Lim and people of
his ilk is going to distract Tan Sri Rahim from carrying out his public
functjons . •
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Bosnia.-Herzegovina:

It's Genocide, Not Civil War
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Location: South-East of Europe
in the central part of the Balkan
Peninsula
Borders: To the North and West
with the Republic of CrOatia, to
the East and South with the
Republics of Serbia and
Montenegro
Surface: 51129 square kilometres
Inhabitants: 4.4 million (pre
March 1992) out of which
Bosnian Muslims constituted 43.7
per cent (or 1.9 million), Bosni.'\n
Serbs 31.3 per cent (or 1.4
million) and Bosnian Croats the
remaining 17.3 per cent (or
752,000).

Genocide
he "war" in B001ia Her-

T

zegovina is undeniably an act of
genocide against the Muslims.
An Aprill993 toll of the Serbian ethnic cleansing policy left 150,00) Bosnians killed, 1,00),00) f<X"Ced from
their homes, tens of thousands of
women~hu~ofth~

sick and wounded and 80 per cent of
an old cultuml heritage destroyed.
Atrocities of this JX"'P(Xtion have been
un~en since World Warn.
The word genocide stems from the
combination of the Greek word
'genos' (meaning race. tribe) and the
Latin word 'occidere' (meaning to
kilJ), so that the name means the extermination of a specific social group.
Since genocide defaes the most
rosie mOOillaws, its punishment is a
matter of international importance.
However, despite general contentioo
that what goes on in Bosnia today is
genocide, the supposedly civilu~ in-

ternational community has done little
to correct it

Double Standards
What the world has witnessed thus
far is a policy of double standards
followed by the United Nations and
leading we:wn nations vis-a-vis the
Bosnian conflict While acquisition of
territory by focce is inadmissible accocding to the United Natiom Owtet,
collective enfm:cment measures to
SlOp the aggression against BOOlian
territory and JXU(ect the Muslims is
still being ncgotialcd after almost two
years of escalated violence in the
region!! Humanitarian relief action
and a lot of lip scrvicc are all these
powers have contrihuted.

Hesitation
No credible action has been taken
in defence of the Muslim.'> simply because no vital economic interests of
the West are ar stake. The only real
political suppro for the Muslims
comes from the member states of the
Islamic confetCilCe. These members,
however. have no permanent seat in
the Security Council and therefore
cannot take effective mcasw-es to stop
the genocide.
Ap.'\rt from the non~xistencc of
any vital economic stake, nationalist
propaganda, both Serb and Croat
~nting its onslaught against Bosnia as a battle against I.slamic fundamentalism seems to have convinced
the west In fact, the US House of
Representatives Task force on Tcrraism and Unconventional Warfare
re(Xlt of September 1992 is entitled
'Iran's European Springboard?' and
Unconventional Warfare report of
September 1992 is entitled 'Iran's
European Springboord?'and con-
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eludes that the Bosnia war will eventually be transformed into a Jihad
(Holy War) against the West
The name 'Muslims' immediately
conveys the idea of a religious community built on bits of Islamic theology and Middle Eastern cultural
ethnogrJPhy. This centres arowld
easily identifiable rules and regulations like daily Jr.!yer and teetotalism.
What the majority in the West do
not under.;tand is that this idea neglects
the wider moral ba'iis of religion. The
Bosnian Muslims vary in terms of
religious obscrvancc; a small minority
is strictly observant, SOOle non-practising and the v-JSt majority somewrere
in between, generally negligent but
willing to participate when socially
necessary. To these Muslims, Islam is
about how one behaves in social
relationships with Muslims and nonMuslims alike.
In fact, the role of religion in the
war has scarcely been mentioned by
the Muslim leaders.

Legitimising Ethnic
Cleansing
In an attempt to fmd a peaceful
solutioo between the warring parties,
the negotiators of the peace process
met f<X" the fJISt time in Geneva in
August/September 1992. The two
main negotiators for the West a1 that
time were Cyrus Vance and Loo:l
Owen.
A p-oposed settlement to emerge
was the Vance-Owen plan which was
officially introduced on January 1993.
This plan introduced ethnic/cultW":ll
catcg<l'icsas the critctiaf<X"carving up
Bosnia into ten provinces, distributing
political, administr.lt.ive and military
power. Territorially, this would have
given the Muslims 29 per CCill of Bos-

dweUers. did not live on 43
per cent of Bosnian teJ'-

ritory.
And ~ the squabbles
between the factions continued. resulting in the
breakdown of the Winter
'93 - Sping '94 peace acc<Xd, and the fighting continued.

Profound
Misunderstanding
The
international
response to the fighting in
Bosnia has net been
decisive oc effective. This
is reflected in the marked
reluctance of the outside
states to consider direct intezvention. To justify t.tUs
stance, many governments, nm notably the
British. have increasingly
argued that the war in~
nia was not a ~ of outside aggressioo but a civil
war. This i<b has been
widely publicized by the
inlemational media. thus
clouding the real situation.
The fighting in Boonia
<lid not suddenly
in
the spring of 1992, nor did
Genocide in Boanbl: The W•t drags ita t. .t over a political solution simply because no
vital economic lnter"ta are at stake.
it constitute a civil war in
the ordin:uy sense of the
(the B<Naian Serl> Je.OOer) and Ml&e
tenn. The different ethnic groups lived
nia, the Croats 25 per cent and the
BOOan (the B<Naian Croat leader), il is
in close proximity, joined by a very
Selbs the remaining 42 per cenl
believed that the plan was actually the
high degree of intennarriage. The ~
What this plan in actuaJ fact
bra.iochild of Slobodan MOOievic (the
D1ment of Muslim, Orthodox and
achieves is the legitimizing of ethnic
SeJ'bian leab") am Franjo Tudjman
Catholic festivities and custoolS
cleansing! This plan als:> reversed one
(the Crootian leader).
present in a single town were used as
of the fundamental principles of the
opp<l'tW\ities
for forging and a.ffumLoodon Conference of August 1992Under this tripartite ~ the
Muslims would get preciself 33.3 pee
ing ties between the three cocnthe p-esecvation of Bosnia-Hercentofthedispul0dtenit£Xy, while the
zegovina as a unitary, multi-ethnic and
mtmities.
multi-<:ultural state. This was why the
Se:rb> 49.2 per cent and the Croals 17.5
The argwnent so oCten enBoolian Muslim leader Alijah Izctper cent The Bosnians contended !hal
countered in theWestern JRSS that the
begovic rejected the Vance-Owen
t.tUs division was still less than 43.7 pee war stems from the violent and irplan.
centof the populatioo that the Muslims
reconcilable 'ancient' ethnic hatreds
In a renewed attempt to draw up a
constituiOd befoce tre war. Also, the
of the region is based on a profowld
333 pee cent <lid not include the 14
misundelStanding of the nature of the
peace proposal, the Owen-Stoltcnbcrg
towm and districts fmn where Mus-plan was put forward. The basic idea
current conflict This needs to be unlims had been driven Oti. The Serbs
derstood in the context of the ovemll
was to bm a B<Niian coofederntion
<:A three ethnically defined states. Alwho made up 31.4 pee cent of the
disintegration of Yugoslavia and, in
Jq>ulntion before the war, counter that
particular, in the light of the war in
though this plan was brought to the
Muslims, IJ'OO;>minantly wban
negotiating table by Radovan Karadic
Croatia in 1991.

eru.x
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The Serbian Connection

transpcl1 animals and the col1apse of
hill fanning would make it very dif-

In 1991, the Yugoslav Peq>le's

Army (YPA) ~in Belgrade) intecvened in Slovenia and Croatia to
JRvent the breakway of those
republics frool the Yugoslav federation. It qujck)y failed in Slovenia. but
in Crootia, the fighting with forces
loyal to the Croatian government
dragged on fer months. Bosnia was
affected by tresc hostilities because it
was strntcgically vital for the YPA;
key army hlses and air fields lay there
and much of the fighting in ccnlml
Oootia was coordinated from Banja
Luka in na1hem Bosnia. The build-up
of YPA fm:es inside .BMUa il<;elf,
together with a build-up of CrooJ.ian
forces in western Henegovina. increased the tension in that area.
There were two main reasons for
the Serbian camp in Belgrade to intervene in Bosnia.. FtrStly, the army was
alarmed at the thought of losing further
territory, especially the sophisticated
facilities at Bihac air base and severJl
major armaments pmuction ccnlrCS.
Secondly, extreme Serb nationalists
refused to 'aOOndon' the Serb minority
inB<Nlia.
During 1991, the extensive support JrOVided by the ~vic
government and sections of the YPA
to the Bosnian Serbs allowed the tatter
to take an increasingly inlranSigcnt
line in negotiations with TCJX'C·
sentatives of the other Bosnian communities. It is the nature and scaJc of
Belgrade'ssupport which makes it impoo;ible to regard the conflict in Bosnia as a civil war.
By the time fighting spread
through Bosnia in April 1992. the
YPA was thought to have had between
60,(00 to 95,(00 troo~ stationed in
Bosnia. And hence, it came about the
local Serb fm:es got acce~ to YPA
weaponry. The growing strength and
influence of extreme Serb nationalists
as.n:iated with the Milosevic government worsened the scenario.
Throughout 1991, convoys of trucks
and lorries moved arms between Serbia and Bosnia and by the end of th.1L

.

A gunner's eye-view of Sarajevo:
Justice dictates that the arms
embargo on Bosnia be lifted

year, the Bosman Serbs were heavily
ClJTTlCd.
By the end of 1991, the EC recognized Crootia and Slovenia as independent states. This left Sarajevo with
little choice but to request for recognition for fear of being left in rump
Yugoslavia. AI~. at the end of March
1992, Karadic declared the creation of
a Serb Republic of Bosnia with a constitution whiCh declared •t to be a constitutive part of Serbia. In Apri11992,
EC member states and the US recognized Bosnia-HC17.cgovina as a
sovereign stale. This was when the
full-scale Sat assault began.

Urgent Action Needed
The international community
must act now to stop this a~ion.
There arc few immediate measures the
WefJ. could l4lke:
* Lift the arms embargo against
the Bosnian Muslims so they may
defend themselves.
* Enfoo:e the air exclusion zone
over Bomia, at JRSCOI violated by
Serb planes.
* Send assistmce to the town of
Broko where Bosnian and Croatian
forces are battling to cut offa key Serb
supply route from Belgrade.
* Send food and material to Tuzla.
Oneofthemainargumcntsagainst
Western milit.uy intervention is the
fear that Serb forces may take to the
hills and ~ a prolonged guerilla
struggle. However, the disinlcgration
of the rural, peasant economy since
1945, the sharp full in the number of
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fiCult for would-be irregulars to survive long in the mountains.
Military intervention is necessary
to drive Milooevic's forces back to
Belgrade.
Whatever territOOal settlement is
~ the West must act fairly to
the Muslims and ootapplyundue~
Slre on them to accept an agreement
which favours the SeJbs,.Croots. As far
as possible Bosnia should be
preserved as a unitary, multi-ethrUc
and multi-cullural stale.

New World Ortkr?
The moot impatlnt implication of
the inaction by the United Nations is
that it has demonstrated that borders
can be changed by force and the world
will accept the fait accompli. This
merely goes to show that we have not

succeeded in establishing a new world
order which is capable of upholding
theMeof~w.~~gh~

rights and re9:>lving conflicts peace>
fuUy.
The world order as we knew it
since the Second World War, came to
an end with the colla~ of the Soviet
Union. Instead of having two superpowers keeping each other in check,
we now only have one which is unsure
of its mission. It is unwilling to fJ.ll the
vacuum left by the Soviet Union and
certainly unwilling to fully SUPJX)rt the
United Nations.
The European Community seems
unable to develop a common fa-eign
policy. The world desperately needs a
new world order th.1L agrees on some
basic principles and stands by them.

•
Compiledfrom:
• Publications by the UK
Citizens' Committufor action on
Bosnia based in London) and the
Historical Society, Sarajevo, and.
• Working papers, presented at
the 'International Conference for
Parliamentarians on
Bosnia-Herzegovina' held at the
PWTC, KL in January 1994.

DECLARATION
• This confa-ence is gravely oollC«<led that the Wlpov<ied aggression and the destruction of life oontinue against the Republic of
Bosnia-Herzegovina in sple of the resdutions of the United
Nations Genaal Assembly and the Security Council. This conference strongly affirms and unequivocally support.~ the national
sovereignty and tenitcrial integrity of &~"Ilia- Herzegovina, and
any division of the sovcrcign nation. in whatever fa:m, is totally

unacceptable.
• 1lle conference tinnly believes that the maintenaooe of the territcrial integrity and pditical independence of the Republic of
Bosnia-Herzegovina is vital for the peservation of regional and
in~mational peace and security and the prevention of the escalation
of general war in the Balbn Peninsula.

• The conference is dismayed and shocked that in spte of two
decisions by the in~rnational Court of Justice which fOWld that
genocide is being COI1lJri tted against the Muslim population of
B011nia-Herzegovina, nothing ofsubstance has been done to p-oteet
the JlCq)le against continued attacks by aggressive Seman and
other fcrces, although the signataies to the Convention Against
Genocide and the United Nations have an inlernational obligation
to protect the people against genocide.
• Jfhis conference calls on the United Nations Security Council and
members of the Uniled Nations to suJ¥11 military action against
the aggressive forces ofSerbia and th011e members of the Croation
army deployed in Bosnia-Herzegovina and to restore to BosniJI:.
Henegovina the sovereign rights that were hers when adrritled as
a member of the United Nations.
• This conference takesoognizanceofthefactthat the United Nations
Security Council has never extended to the Repullic of BosniaHenegovina the llllM emlmgo it had adopted, in 1991, on "Y ugoslavia" with its resdution 713. Yet, the entire United Nations system
fully, and illegally so, apsiies this~ embaigo to Bosnia-Herzegovina which is a victim of aggression and has the right under
Article 51 to protect its borders and its citizens from intervention
by Sert:ia and Croatian fcn:es. We call upon all nations oorrrnitted
to justice and the pincipes of the United Nations Charter to
consm suing those pennanent !llelllOOrs of the Security Council
they feel responsilie in the World Court to rectify this situation.
and to confi.nn the right and the obligation ofeach signatay of the
1948 Convention Against Genocide to "prevent and punish"
genocide, irrespective of Resolution 713.

• The oonference calls upon all states to consider ignoring the illegal
arms embargo on Bosnia-Herzegovina by jnlviding rrititary
weapons, equipm:nt, supplies and troops to Bosnia-Herzegovina
in accadance with United Nations Charter Article 51.
• This conference is unanimous in the view that Mr BoutrOil-BoutrOil
Ghali has not acted in accordance with the trust given to him undea'
the pi.nciples of the Uniled Nations Charter and has failed in his
dUty as the Secretary-General to bring to the attention of the
members of the Uniled Nations their obligatioo to p:otect aJ:d
intervene in the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina to rc-event

genocide.
• This conference also takes cognizance of the fact that the mediators
in the peace pucess have ignored the substance and sp.rit of the
United Nations resolution~ and the conditions for peace laid down
by the Loodon Conference. This conference is concemed and
distressed that the mediators have acted against the pinciples
encapsulated in the Uniled Nations Charter and the London Con-

ference. It is also concerned that these mediators are not acoountable to either the United Nations General Assembly cr to the
European Parliament, and that they have arbitrary powers to
fonnulate policies which are contrary to all civilized standards and
against all principles of a just peace.]

• This conference is also ooncerned that Bosnia-Herzegovina bas
been forced to negotiate with the aggresscrs while its people are
under siege and continuous attack. The confermce further notes
that the m:dators and the United Nations have not seen it fit to
demand &om Sertia that they cease rrilitary acts of aggression
against Bosnia-Herzegovina a.~ a p-econdition for peace talks, cr
face necessary military action to enforce a ceasefire befcre the ta1b
begin.
• lhis conference requests the United Nations to act with wgency to
tift the siege of Sarajevo, M011lar, Tuzla and other cities. It views
with oonc.em the continuing siege of these cities of Bosnia-Her?t:govina, which is in fact a sttategy to starve and militarily harass
and pressure the Bosnian Govenvnent and its people to accept an
unjust peace.

• The con~ also takes note that the siege and military harassment has caused the dealb of several hundred thomands of
civilians. Many mxe will die if the siege is not lifled. This will be
oonsidered a failure of the members of the Security Council to
<ischarge their responsilj}jties under the Uniled Nations Charter.
• This conference deplcres and condemns the use of systematicrape
and other atrocities against women and children as ~s of ww
and requests the United Nations and/c:r the inteJ"national. oommunity to establish a special comrrission to investigate and
pusecuee the leaders of goveJ'Oillent and persons involved
• This conference also regrets that Great Britain, France and Russia
have used their influence in the Security Council to deny Bo.Jli.a.
Herzegovina <lf.iequate ~s to defend its sovereignty. They have
ignored repeated calls by various m:mbers of the United Nations,
the Organisation of lslanic Conference, noo-govemm:ntal organisations and the v.OOd oonvnWlity to review their p-eaent
policies which are in contravention of the principes of the United
NationsCharterandwhichhavediredlycontribuledtothegrowing
tragedy in B011nia-Herzegovina..

• This conference calls on Great Britain. France, Russia and other
pennanent m:mbers of the Security Council to lake oognizance
that the world oon11nWlity will hold them responsible fer the
Security Council's failure to act in accadance with the United
Nations Charter and the Convention Against Genocide. And it
fw1her appe<lls to the m:mbers of the Security Council to respond
to the wishes of the General AssernNy of the United Nations and
the wood oommunity before the tragedy of Bosni.a-H~
further undemines international stability and the regional and
global c:rdtr.

• The conference therefcre calls for the t.emination of the so-called
Geneva peace talks and calls fer a new in~mational confe:rmce to
repace the ongcing mediations and lalb, and this Conference of
P..uliamentarians will canplign tOr such a conference.
• This conference invites the parliamentarians to initiale and pus
resolutions to fi.Kther the aims and purpose$ of this conference in
their respective parliaments.
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RWANDA:
Where is our humanity?
Dr Chandra Muzaffar

TI

tem'ble tragedy in

wanda will go down in
history as one of the
greatest human catlstrophcs of

the twentieth century.
It is not just the senseless
carnage brought about by the
ethnic conflict which makes
Rwanda such a colossal
calamity. Starvation and sickness have also conspired to
devastate and destroy an entire
nation.
While we commend 1V3
for its excellent on-the-spot
rep<X'lS on the plight of the
people of Rwanda and the
Malaysian Red Crescent
Society (MRCS) for launching
a public appeal for donations to
enable its JXlfelll body to provide hl.IJ1l3Jijtarian emergency Rwanda: Death of a nation
assistance to the SOO.<XX> to
800,<XX> Rwandan refugees
comprising mainly women and
children,JUSf is of the view that Malaysian~ can do much
mocc to alleviate some of the sufferings of their fellow
human beings in another part of the wocld.
fur a start, voiWltary organi~tions concerned with
social welfare. public interest societies committed to human
rights, religious asoociations. trade wUoos. commercial
enterp~ industrial corpornt.ions rutd political (XU1.1cs,
3JXU1 from wealthy individuals, should respond generously
-and imlllCdiately - to the MRCS appeal.
The Malaysian government. which may have already
made a financial contribution to the UN efroct in Rwanda,
should give not only more monetary assistance but also, if
pos<>ible, dCSJXll.Ch medicines and essential foodstuffs to that
country.
In this regard. JUST is a little disappointed that the
recent ASEAN Foreign Ministers meeting in Bangkok did
not pledge any fmancial assistance to Rwanda (if one is to
gobymediarep<X'lSoothemeeting).Aftcralleachandevery
one of the ASEAN states is so much better off than Rwanda
which in the UNDP' s 1994 Rcpo11 ranks 13 on the Human
Development Index (HDI) and has a GDP percapi1a ofooly
680dolbrs.

In fact. the ASEAN Secretariat should give serious
coosidcratioo to the establishment of a pennanent unit to
deal with regional and international emergency
humanitarian~.

It is a pity that some of the other rich non-ASEAN stales
in the regioo soch as Japan, South Kocea and Taiwan have
also not given much financial help to Rwanda.
In contrast to the lukewarm attitude of much of Asia to
the Rwandan tragedy, piva&e relief aid agencaes, Churchbased Foundations and even individual voiWltrers from
Europe and the West have responded with genuine concern
and comJXlSSion. A nwnber of Wcstcm governments have
al~ exten<bJ moch needed assistance, both physical and
fmancial, to Rw.mda through UN and other channels.
It is time that we in Asia dernonWa1e through actual
deeds that compassion is a much cherished vaJue in our
religions and cultures. •

24Ju/y 1994
(Dr Chandra Muzaffar.foundmg President ofA/iran,
IS now Dtrector of Just World Trust (JUST) Penang ,
MALAYSIA.)
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ALTERNATIVE MOVEMENT

The Alternative Livelihood
Movement
In this article, M ICIDYO reviewed on

how the Alternative Livelihood
Movement emerged in Japan. This social
movement, which was an off-shoot of the
Consumer Movement, aims at
politicising the problems of everyday
living with emphasis on socio-ecologicaJ
concerns.

J

apan has a long historyofconsumercoopcratives.
These cooperatives met harsh government
repression for their role in labour disputes.
Together with other progressive groups, the prewar consumer cooperatives disappeared under the militarist rule
of the late 1930s.
In the postwar period, consumer cooperatives based
in trade unions were revived and cooperatives were
started in residential areas and college campuses. Japan
now has one of the best developed and active cooperative
movements in the world. As of 1991, 2,000 consumer
cooperatives had a total of 14 million members.
But the 'alternative livelihood' cooperatives which
arc different from traditional cooperJtives emerged as a
new phenomena in response to the social climate of the
1970s. Most of the large traditional community co-ops
had long become bureaucratic, commercial organisations
closely resembling supermarket chains. Their concern
was to build big, increase the turnover of goods and
increase profits and dividends, and their main appeal was
cheap goods.
In contrast, the new co-ops that emerged in the late
1960s pursued entirely different goals- safe food instead
of cheap food, soap instead of synthetic chemical detergents, an alternative, modest way of life instead of consumerism.
Co-ops of this type {let me call them alternative
livelihood co-ops) have been buill into large organisations, embracing more than one million members. The
best known is probably the Seikatsu Club Co-op based
mainly in Tokyo and its neighbouring areas. whose membership in 1990, stood at 220,000. The organisation's

collective purchases totalled USS470 mtllion in 1990 and
it is a meaningful player on the national consumer m:uket
The Green Co-op is a relatively new body created
through the merger of two major co-op networks in
Kyushu, one originating in Kumamoto and the other in
Fukuoka. In 1991, its membership numbered 200,000
people affiliated with 28 constituent co-ops in towns
throughout Kyushu as well as in Yamaguchi and
Hiroshima prefectW'CS in western Honshu. The value of
their collective purchases amounted to US$350 million
in 1990.

The Green Co-op
The case of the Green Co·<>p shows well the legacy
of the New Left period from which the alternative
livelihood co-ops were derived. One of its two ingredients, the Kyoseisha (Convivial) Co-op was born in
the ftreS of the Zenkyoto struggle on the campus of
Kumamoto University (Kumadai). The Kumadai
Zenkyoto struggle, which involved student occupation of
the campus and fierce confrontation with the police, was
in fact triggered by the university authorities' hostile and
discriminatory treatment of the campus student cooperative.
To the founding members, Kyoseisha was a community movement rather than simply a consumer
cooperative. Kyoseishaas weU as other 'soapist' (a word
that derives from their campaigns for the use of soap
instead of detergent) cooperatives developed in this environment. Kyoseisha was not an end in itself. Functionally a consumer cooperative must do business. But its
member housewives, once organised. wanted to do more
than buying and manag1ng, and they began using the
cooperative as the vehicle for other activities, for example, ecological issues. Such activities are hannonious
with the co-op's goals and can be conducted in the name
of the co-op, though they have nothing to do with commodities. Women in the communities. who for the farst
time in their lives organized and set up autonomous
movement bodies, had an urge to act, to shape, reshape
and choose the reality within their re.'\Ch, and so they
began to act in the name of Kyosheisha. By 1984.
Kyosheisha had become a vivacious. dynamic, multifaceted movement of women rooted in their communilles.
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The other part of the Green Co-op, Chikw"en
(Regional Cooperatives Federation) originated in the
Kyushu University (Kyudia) student co-op. This too
came from the campus struggle at Kyushu University, but
compared with Kyosheisha, was more orthodox in its
style.
Unlike Kyosheisha. Chikuren did not separate movement from management. It worked to build a cooperative
movement rather than a consumer cooperative.
From the beginning, the Chikuren co-op tackled issues handed down from the early 1970s - women,
minorities, the Baraku people, the handicapped. poUution, agricultuml issues, peace, environment, and international solidarity. It developed into a large network,
radiating from Fukuoka, to encompass northeastern
Kyushu.

local elections, it created its political arm, often called the
Seikatsu Net, which is organically integrated with, but
formally independent of the Seikatsu Club Co-op.
The elected Net candidates are not called giin (representatives) but dairinin (agents). The idea is that the
elected people are only instruments of the community.
Seikatsusha politics is considered to exist in the midst of
commWlity and cannot be alienated from it The idea of
professional politicians is thus rejected, and no Net
dairinin may be elected for more than two terms. The
politicisation of seikatsu has four a<;peets: I) moving from
every day life (seikatsu) into elected assembly; 2)
politicising every day life and every day life-izing
politics; 3) creating alternative systems in the locality;
and 4) questioning (and transforming) existing life relations.

The Seikatsusha Movement

Strengths and Weaknesses

Compared with the Green Co-op, the Kanto based
Seikal<>u Oub seems more sophisticated intellectually.
The literal translation of Seikatsusha is simply 'living
person' ('Seikatsu' meaning living or everyday life and
'sha' a person). But of course, il i111plit:s mun: than 0Jal
Seikatsu in fact has been understood differently
depending on the social contexts in which it has been
used. In the period of mmpant economism in the 1960s,
seikatsu meant mostly economic life, which could be
improved with higher wages and larger incomes. In the
soci~logical context emergent since the 1970s,
seikatsu has become a value looded concept meaning
living in fuU enhancement of the quality of life.
Certainly this seikatsu concept was the antithesis to
the prevalent mode of human existence shaped wlder
corporate dominance, in which lifestyle, tastes, choice of
food, and all aspects of seikatsu were subjected to media
imposed standards. Seikatsu Club asserts the independence of seikatsusha from this dominance, and
declares that it pursues the 'sovereignty of seikatsusha'.
Seikatsu Club being a consumer coopemtive, the loss of
seikatsusha sovereignty over consumption mattered most
seriously.
From the notion of seikatsusha came Scikatsu Club's
political involvement. The Seikatsu Club as a social
movement has aimed to create a politics of its own out of
seikatsu or to politicise the problems of living.
This type of politics began through its 'soapist' movement in 1980. Calling for a decree banning chemical
detergents, signatW"Cs were collected and petitions were
presented to the local administration, but the petitions
were cold shouldered by the authorities. The members
perceived that the only way to bring seikatsu right into
the heart of local politics was to send their own representatives to the local legislature.
Flectoral politics is the apex of the Seikat.su Club's
pyramid model. With the whole life approach it fully
entered into local electoral politics. By participating in

There is no doubt that the alternative livelihood co-op
movement is a dynamic, expanding and well organised
social movement that has ambitiously walked into the
arena of alternative systems from its original twf of the
con~-umer movement. One of its strong points is that it
involves the every day life of ordinary people. Vaguely
sensed aversions to the culture ofwaste, excess consumption, media machinated artificial greed and, for that matter, a sense of PQWerlessness, on the part of multitudes of
citizens, have been effectively tapped and channelled into
a social movement with socio-ecological concerns. This
approach has established its legitimacy in society.
Though this is not necessarily Scikatsu Club's consensus, this position is alarmingly status quo oriented.
Japan's 'economic great power' status is positively accepted, and it is assumed that seikatsu will prosper on that
basis.
Generally, the danger of this alternative movement
defending the status quo at the cost of the majority of the
people of the world, seems to be latent or limited to some
segments of the alternative livelihood movement There
is certainly a growing awareness among movement activists that relativising themselves in interaction with
other segments of people and people's movements, particularly those in the third world, is necessary.
To sum up, the alternative livelihood movement, and
particularly its co-op wing, undoubtedly opened up new
horizons in the people's movement scene of the 1980s.
Particularly remarkable is the fact that it has flung open
the door of the movement to ordinary people, housewives
in the main, who have been repelled by conventional
political language of the left, and released their vast
energies. More importantly, this movement has introduced a new dimension into the Japanese movement
culture -a shift from oppositionist positions to creator
positions. However, because of its signal success so far,
the alternative livelihood co-op movement is bw"dened
with a dual task - building big and staying radical. •
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HUMANITY

HOSPICE AT HOME
PROGRAMME
WHAT IS HOSPICE?
HOSPICE is caring for a dying
person based on the belief that he or
she is a human being with hopes,
fears and needs, still capable of
giving and sharing, with the right to
die in dignity. HOSPICE care can be
provided at home, in a hospital or at
a special institution set up for this
purpose. Though there are many
such designated institutions in
developed countries, there is none at
present in Malaysia.

THE HOSPICE AT
HOME PROGRAMME
This is a support service
provided in the home of the terminally ill cancer patient for whom
cure is not a likely prospect The
main focus of this support will be
physical i.e. help and advice on the
relief of symptoms, especially pain,
and nursing care. In addition, the
patient and the family will be given
emotional and pr.JCtical support.
When necessary, bereavement support will be provided.

THE HOSPICE TEAM
The team consists of a Nurse Or
ordinator (full time staff member)
and volunteers consisting of doctors,
nurses and social workers who will
visit the patient at home as and when
the nc~J arises.
All memoers have had training understanding of the HOSPICE
philosophy. death and dying and
bereavement, as well as developing
communication and listening skills.

CHARGES
This service is provided Free of
Charge. However,any medications,

dressings or appliances will be the
responsibility of the patient or the
patient's family members.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
Any advanced cancer patient
who has been told by a doctor that
cure is unlikely and that further treatment wiU only be for symptoms.
However, a member of the family or
some other person must be present to
look after the patient as our service
is only a support service.

SOME POINTS TO BE
AWARE OF
Patients are advised to continue
to keep appointments made with his
or her doctor (whether hospital or
private pr.1etitioner). Our staff and
volunteers will respect your customs, culture and religious beliefs,
will not interfere in your family matters and will always maintain strict
confidentiality. The patient and/or
family members may request for discontinuation of this support service
at any time.

FUNDING
The HOSPICE at Home
Programme is a patient service
provided by the Pcn:mg Br.mch of
the National Cancer Society of
Malaysia and financially supported
by donations to the Society. All
donations to the Society are exempted from income tax.

WHERE ELSE IN
MALAYSIA ARE
HOSPICE SERVICES
AVAILABLE?
PetaUng Jaya and Kuala
Lumpur Hospis Malaysia
Tel: 03-7917018
Kota Kinabalu
Sabah Cancer Society
Tel: 088-210377

WANT TO HELP?
We are looking for volunteers
who are caring and willing to help by
providing their knowledge and skills
in medicine, nursing, counselling,
social work or help in the secretariat.

HOW TO REQUEST
FOR THIS SERVICE?
Your doctor can refer or call you
or a family member can call the
Nurse Co-ordinator at 04-614140

Mondays- FrUklys:
8.30 am to 4.30 pm
Saturdays:
8.30 am to 1.00 pm
(Our office will be closed on
Sundays and Public Holidays)
or write to

PusaJ Wanita Toh Puan
Datin Khadijah
(Toh Puan Datin Khadijah
Centre For Women)
Unit Al.27, KOMTAR
10000 Pulau Pinang

Help us make HOSPICE CARE available
throughout the nation
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HEART TO HEART
'What CCfTI6S from the lips f9ach9s th9 sar, what comes from the hliart ffJachBs th9 hBart. • -Arab Proverb

A LONG WAY FROM HOME
The Struggle of a Social Activist
DR MOHD NASIR
HASHIM was imprisoned
for 15 months under the
ISA in 1987. Detention did
not break his spirit for he
continues today to work
with groups like squatters
and estate workers, some
say, with even more
commitment than before
his incarceration. This is
the first of a two-part
account of some of his
experiences that he had
shared with friends at a
forum in Penang last year.
t is difficult to give str.light
answers to questions relating to
my involvement in voluntary organizations (Non-Governmental
Organizations - NGOs). It is like
recapturing the happenings of my
life and compressing them in a nut
shell. In fact it is just an ordinary life.
My opinion and experiences are undoubtedly constrained by time and
my own undcrstmldmg of situations
encountered by communities and
my interactions with other NGOs.
I will continue to cherish those
wonderful moments when the communities accepted us as part of them
and together we struggled to exert
our rights while trying hard to survive in this Mesh environment. We
do rcaJize that as new problems
emerge, we also see challenges becoming more sophisticated and
demanding a bigger chunk of our
time. But that did not stop us from

I

working with the people. I feeltrully
inspired when I get a simple smile, a
simple nod or a simple handshake
from them. I have not stopped learning and will continue to learn.

This Struggle Is Not Easy
In the struggle to fight for
democrncy, freedom and justice, I
did win new friends. But I also lost
old friends or loved ones along the
way. For this struggle had never
been easy and at times too demanding. It requires sacrifices, commitment and perseverance. Sometimes
I feel so lonely as if nobody cares.
Then I realized that we must not be
impatient and must continually work
hard to create an environment that
strengthens consciousness and commitment to this struggle.
I do realize that commitment is
not created in a vacuum but comes
in stages and we must also be realistic in our expectations. For we
should not be seelcing for someone
who is the replica or the mirrorimage of ourselves simply because
we are not perfect ultimate beings
and do make mist.:lkes as we try to
interpret and change society.
Interactions amongst friends in
the struggle h:lve at times turned sour
when vested interests get in the way
or when subtle threats (from various
sources) easily paralyzed the spirit.
Some are uneasy with my ways
simply because I tend to be confrontational.
Experi!,!nce had actually sobered
me to the fact that if 1 deliberately
close the doors to confrontation then
. the rest is begging. We cannot fight
for our rights through begging, for
nobody listens to beggars. By confrontation I do not mean we should
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unnecessarily be aggressive but ·we
must be brave enough to question the
collaboration, victimization and corruption of those in power by exposing them through courts, press,
anti-corruption agencies, hwnan
rights agencies and Bukit Aman
(Police HQ), even if it means jeopardizing our own freedom.
If alJ efforts fail then we have no
choice but to demonstrate and picket. Maybe, this time the public and
politicians will seriously give us a
sympathetic ear and lobby to resolve
the problems of the poor and the
e;::xpluitc;d.

The path to this struggle has
never been smooth. I use to ponder
over my existence, the direction in
my life, of love, of marriage, of
children, of career, of my eternal
debt to my people. The answers, the
solutions to such problems are unsettling. Trying to seek unity in troubled
times. Trying to find solace in a system that is unforgiving and insensitive to the poor and the weak.

Reminder
My involvement in NGO's
stretches more than 20 years but this
does not make me the natural expert
on issues relating to people's struggle and NGO's. 1always remember
the words of Ralph Nader, the
American consumer advocate of the
seventies who said that; 'most
people like to brag about having
20 or 30 years of experience. But
in fact, they are mere drones (lazy
male bees) who had one year ot
experience repeated 20 or 30
times!!
What this experiences does is to
humble me and to remind me further
to buck up and polish up my act, for

the struggle to fight for justice is a
long and protracted one. It urges me
to learn from my past mistakes and
the mistakes of others. Every case,
every experience and every problem
is unique and the solutions come
from our understanding of the
prevailing situations rather from
some abstrnct notion of what is right
or wrong.

Ideology For Whom?
So if we are seriously looking for
the so-called ideology, then it is not
embedded in some 'holier than thou'
textbooks stashed in some obscure
corner of the library. It lies in the
struggle itself. It is a product of certain relationships. Try asking the
people who have gone through the
struggle, fighting for their rights,
about specific ideology. For sure
they do not know. But they can
definitely describe vividly the essence of this ideology through their
actions without even being exposed
to any form of ideology. They can
even tell us how the capitalists or the
rich ones, gang up with the State
agencies to exploit the poor to ensure
that maximal accumulation of
profits (maximum exploitation) for
the capitalists will not be disrupted.

Dynamics of Involvement
We have been involved in
various issues on workers in plantations, mining and factories; workers
trying to unionize; issues on squatters ('w1>an pioneers'). I was also
involved in a few NGO's such as
Institute for Social Analysis
(INSAN - Chairman); Universiti
Kebangsaan Malaysia Academic
Staff Association (President); Joint
Committee for Unions (Chairman);
PSRM (Deputy Chairman of the
Kuala Lumpur Branch - left the
political party after it dropped it's
socialist ideology). Presently I am a
founding member of Suara Rakyat
Malaysia (Suaram); the chairperson
of the Support Committee of Su.'lr.l
Warga Pertiwi (SWP) - a mass
movement.
We started off in the early days.

wanting to contribute to society but
still not sure how to go about <toing
it. We were just a bunch of intellectuals who were inspired by some
forn1 ofidealism and wanting to contribute to society rather than romanticizing it in ignorance.
So we decided to start off as a
publishing body producing a monthly magazinecalJed 'Nadi Insan' (the
pulse of the people) but the Government banned it in the early 1980's
because we refused to toe the
government line on critical issues
pertaining to oppressions in South
East Asia. We also had press conferences to publicize the plight of the
people.

" ...we must never be
afraid of fear itself.
Once we can
demystify and counsel
such fear through
analysis, decisions
and actions then
confidence and
commitment will flow
in to take Its rightful
place in the hearts and
minds of our people. "
It was all well and good. But then
the people wanted us to talk to them,
discuss with them, of their never ending problems. Then we began to see
how our shallow emotions and
knowledge arrogantly projecting
themselves into utter abstraction and
trivialities with little support from
personal experiences and experiences of others.
The elitist tendencies in us, (to
tell people what they should do and
should not do) tend to rear their ugly
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heads. Then we realized that due to
communication and experiential
problems our priorities and priorities
of the people were not synchronized
and sometimes conflicting with one
another. But as we concretely focus
our actions and reflections towards
our cornmhment to our people then
solutions become less complicated
and weaknesses easily overcome.
We must continue to demystify the
notion that only the highly educated
ones have the right answers to all
problems.
In fact the educai.ed ones become
influential simply because they have
monopoly over information. But information becomes useless and lifeless if we do not understand how
they fit into dynamics, the interactions and the ideological fonnatioos
of society within a certain time
frame. What higher education does
is to give legitimacy to itself by formalizing experiences and to give
them glamorous names and phrases.
We soon began to appreciate the
importance of gathering reliable information (rather than depending
solely on the highly controlled
media) and the need for critical
analysis of situations using simple
educational tools that give priority to
experiential learning.
We should be generous with our
praises when people make independent decisions or actions (even if
they seemed minor) so that such
praises will boost their confidence to
do bcuer. bigger and greater things.
In short we have a long way to go in
this struggle and a lot to learn from
our mistakes.
To be afraid of the unknown is
nothing new. To be afraid to make
the first decisive move is also
natural. But then we must never be
afraid of fear itself. Once we can
demystify and counsel such fear
through analysis. decisions and actions then confidence and commitment will flow in to take its rightful
place in the hearts and minds of our
people.
From then on fighting for their
rights is not merely a responsibility

but a commitment. It's vitality
comes from unity and strength rather
than some pathetic need to compromise as· a cover-up for blatant
weakness. Only on the basis of
strength that we temper tactics with
the judicious application of the interacting (dialectical) relationship between
confrontation
and
compromise.

WiJhering Away of
Leadership?
So when we talk about confrontation it does not tL<;ually mean thnt
we are facing the employers or
developers only. Experiences had
wised up to the fact that as we confront 1he employers or developers
we will also be confronting their
proxies that is, the entire State
machinery such as the police,
politicians, government agencies,
judiciary and sometimes its religious
agency.
It is also unfortunate that during
such crucial moments when tension
is mounting and the people have to
remain united, the intellectuals or the
leaders started to falter and suddenly
become unnecessarily elusive, petty
erratic, bureaucratic and thoroughly
bogged down by theoretical possibilities and trivialities (what ifs• ....
this, that, even if.. etc).
More often than not, they make
themselves scarce (disappear)
during those crucial moments and
we only see them mixing into the
crowd when everything is over. Of
course they will have already made
excuses or answers to explain away
their absence.
Some of the excuses given could
be that they were asked to cool off to
safeguard the threat of being
dcregistered by the authorities (selfcensorship in action!!); the unexpected urge to cooperate or
compromise because of the sudden
belief that those in power can help us
(the camouflaged fear for their personal safety and interest in full
bloom!!); the Special Branch of the
police were keeping an eye on them

and their phones were being tapped
(aura of importance!!); their friends
were interrogated at their work place
and somebody called them to warn
them to be careful (as if their detention would mean the end of the struggle! !); they were in the midst of
communicating and negotiating
with the ministers and other important people (dedication unlimited!!}
etc.

opportunity to make their own
decisions. They will also become
cynical of organizations and leaders
that talked or bragged about struggles but cannot fulfill their obligations to the people. It reflected badly
on such intellectuals or leaders (but
then they are well known in the international circuits!!) and made it
more difficult for genuine organizations who wish to make inroads into
communities having problems ofexploitations and repressions.

" ... as we confront the

The Battle Within

employers or

We often aspire to be open
minded when we communicate with
the people but inwardly, we are also
going through a deep process of self
reflection and selfcriticism on issues
relating to our values in life, on our
inherited bourgeois mentality; and
on the conflicting reactions accruing
from our efforts to resolve existing
problems.
But the crux of the matter is that.
as long as there are concerted efforts
to consciously fight against existing
elitist and patronizing tendencies
within ourselves. then we are winning. But if we choose to flirt with
racial, religious and provincial tendencies using some warped logic,
with the hope of overcoming immediate problems and achieving personal glory, then we are no different
than the capitalists who used such
opportunistic tactics to effectively
control, exploit and divide the
people.
We must understand that as we
work with the people to change this
oppressive environment, we get
transformed in the process. We must
accept this unavoidable dialectical
process if we wish to understand our
role (as catalysts) in this struggle. As
such there is no room at all for the all
knowing godfathers and godmothers
where communication is one-sided.
So if we do not keep pace with this
struggle we will become redundant
and fossilized in our sectoral ways.
As Camus (a famous poet) says.
Do not walk in front of me I
may not follow.

developers we will
also be confronting
their proxies that is,
the entire State
machinery such as the
police, politicians,
government agencies,
judiciary and
sometimes its
religious agency."
The list goes on and on. Such
reasons supposedly would give them
the unconditional aura of importance, urgendcy and indispensabiltty. Unfortunately such reasons
cannot be fully verified and the
demand for verification tantamounts
to not trusting the leaders concerned.
So nobody wants to be accused as
such, for they will be charged for
divisive tendencies and therefore
regarded as opportunists or unprogressive and finally efforts will
be made to isolate them from the rest
of the members.
In short, a<> we fmd excuses not
to move. the people become confused and demoralized especially
when they did not know what was
happening and were not given the
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Do not walk behind me I
may not lead.
Walk beside me and just be
my friend.

Dialectical Relationships
Within The Struggle
So what kind of relationship
should we have within our own organization, with other organizations
and with the people? What should be
our philosophy or ideology?
It canaot be denied that the initial
interaction with the people leaves
the impression that they are dependent on us for their immediate needs.
Unfortunately if such relationship is
prolonged, it will stiOe confidence
and initiative.
Thus it will only become useful
if it is consciously geared for the
betterment (materially and intellectually) of the people. It must also be
understood that university education
is not the only criterion to become an
intellectual for we also fmd intellectuals in the midst of our society even
if they do not have any formal education.
By the very fact that we have the
expertise, financial backing and the
time, we somehow, by defacto, have
the capacity to determine the type of
relationship we wish to have with the
people. Therefore it is up to us to
break away from any stereotyped
relationships that perpetually make
one the leader and the other the follower; or the artificial separation between theory and practice; and
between mental and menial worlc

etc.
In fact people should strive to
acquire both assets. Thus at any
point in time and depending on situations we must be able to move tactically and dialecticaly from one
position to the other and must never
be bogged down by some rigid,
mechanical and compartmentalized
forms of relationships.
As we pursue to understand
society we must not merely be contented to address the symptoms of

exploitation but strive to seek the
root cause(s) of exploitation with the
intention of finding means and ways
to negate them.
Failures and ruin occur because
we become dogmatic, ignorant,
bureaucratic, self-centred and too
immature to realize that when we
strategize we need to understand and
harness contrudictory forces within
the society. Thus at one time we are
directly and physically involved in
the struggle and at another, we are
planning to disrupt or neutralize a
potential threat

" ... we must not merely
be contented to
address the symptoms
of exploitation but
strive to seek the root
cause(s) of
exploitation with the
intention of finding
ways and means to
negate them"
In short we are the intellectualactivist and not one or the other.
Only then a person truly becomes an
organic inteUectuaJ who blends
well with society and can effectively
organize the people to organize
themselves so as to achieve their full
potentials. He or she is able to ensure
continuity in the struggle and also
mindful of the existing contradictory
forces.
The conflict ootween the intellectuals and the activists occur because they do not fully understand
their role in this dialectical process
and allow themselves to be compartmentalized into mechanical, sectoral groupings.
The intellectuals strategize
abstractly without having the total
understanding of the uniqueness, the
nature, the imensity and the
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priorities of the struggle within
specific communities and therefore
make blunders while trying to advise
the people.
The activists in turn get trapped
by recurring tactical opportunistic
manoeuverings without having the
true understanding of the pattern of
exploitation and the role of the state,
thus stagnate in the vicious cycles of
racial, individualistic, cultural and
religious rationalizations.

Disunity In Dichotomy And
The Unity OfOpposites
Here we prefer to ignore the
naked truth that if we want to be
effective in this struggle, we must be
able to harness the dynamics of the
unity of opposites between intellectualism and activism; theory and
practice; leaders and followers:
defence and offence; and tactics
(short term .. based on issues) and
strutegy (long term .. based on ideology).
But then this dichotomy has its
own history, that is. the genesis of
unresolved economic conflicts between labour and capital represented
by specific class of people in the
various civilizations of the wa-ld
This dichotomy is further enforced by the vested interests of State
apparatus (agencies}, professionals
and other intellectuals that sustain alegitimize one class of people to be
'constitutionally' more powerful
than the other. Therefore this
dichotomy is deliberately fonnalized to give the impression that one
group is eternally superior than the
other.
Thus the historical development
of social, cultural, psychological and
political heritage of the society have
been permanently entrenched by
such dichotomy. After a while even
poverty has a perm:lllellCy and a culture of its own. People now taUc
about it in abstraction (as if it has no
political or historical linkages!!)
rather than seriously wanting to
uproot the system that perpetuates
poverty. •

The Editor
ALIRAN MONTHLY
P.O.Box 1049
10830 Penang
Malaysia
We welcome letters from readers. These letters may be edited for
purposes of soace and darity The views may not be those of AURAN
MONTHLY. Pseudonyms are accepted but all letters should Include the
writer's name and address. Letters should preferably be typewritten
with double spacing. if handwritten they should be legible. Letters
should be addressed to the Editor, AURAN MONTHLY.

MISCHIEVOUS

LETTER
I refer to the brief letter from
"Anti-Ambivalence" questioning
my integrity for expressing conflicting views on the MPPP and its President in my capacity as Secretary of
the Gerakan State Working Committee and Vice-President of the
Penang Heritage Trust. While its
manner is flippant, its intention is
both misleading and mischievous. I
therefore hope to have the privilege
of a reply in your columns.

Heritage building in Georgetown: PHT
can only inform and persuade.

Firstly, I would like to comment
on the contents of the original article. It seems very clear that what
Mr Netto wrote on the Metropole
incident focussed on two very
specific questions: namely
(i) Is this incident a result of collusion between GRM leaders
and Dolphin Square in a conflict
of interest situation?
(ii) Are the heritage regulations
and administrative set-up of the
MPPP suitable or adequate?
As a Gerakan spokesman, my
reply clearly focussed only on question (i) - i.e. conflict of interest and
collusion - to which no rebuttal has
appeared so far in your journal except for a long clarification from
Mr Netto which amounted to a
denial that there was any intention
to suggest impropriety on the part of
GerJkan leaders in the first place.
As PHT Vice President, I have
openly supported my committee's
views that the MPPP's regulations
and administrative support for their
heritage policy are inadequate and
of course 1have also made that clear
to my party. At the same time. I am
aware that the PHT has no right to
impose its views on the Party or the
Government- it can only inform and
persuade.
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Any politician, or for that matter
anyone actively involved in civic
organisations trying to influence
government policy, should certainly
be aware that Government cannot
simply adopt policy recommendations made by lobby groups
wholesale, no matter how wellmeaning. lllcy also have to consider
and consult those with opposing
views. Unfortunately for the PHT,
there is apparently stiU vocal opposition from certain quarters to our
policy recommendations. Being
realistic, I can see that for the
Government to adopt stronger proheritage policies in Penang, there
needs to be stronger and more
visible support from the public. This '
is what we hope to achieve through
our public statements.
Encouraging public debate on
civic issues is a healthy trend in a
progressive society and constructive
criticism of existing Government
policies need not be seen as an indication that a particular individual
or organisation is A SUBVERSIVE
UNDERMINING THE GOVERNMENT. I am sure most readers of
Aliran Monthly will fully endorse
this view. It is for this same reason
that many of us in Gerakan still read
AI iran Monthly without considering
it simply as anti-government
propaganda, even though we may
disagree on many of the views expressed.
After reading this clarification. I
hope the writer behind "Anti-Ambivalence" will now consider joining both the Penang Heritage Trust
and Party Gerakan without having
to suffer any pangs of conscience!
DrS P Choong.
Vice-Presidtnl.
Penang Heritage Trust
PENANG

Cotinued on page 25...

CIRCUS, ZOO OR HELL?

PoAticians wil be politicians, wherever they are

The cartoonist for the Bangkok Post seems to share OW'
opinion of politicians. Or is it just thar politicians vary very little
whichever rowttry they are from. Apparently the cartoon was
inspired by the confusion in the Thai Parliament over the
constitutional amendments.
As you can see. the kind of characten; to be found among
Thai MPs are not very far different from !hose in OlD' own
Parliament. May God save us from our politicians! We can
hardly be blamed if we seem unable to leU
Parliament from a circus, or a zoo or even hell.

•
CABINET SPREE
One has to give it to the Cabinet. Those chaps are never
sbort of new ways ofspending our money. They recently came
up with the bright idea of holding the Cabinet meeting in
PenanJ. That meant flying the entire Cabinet and their
peripherals such as assistants, seaetaries and body guards up
north. checking them into a top hotel, chautrering them around
and doing whalever is necessary to make them seem toore
special than they really are.

It seems that this northern meeting of the Cabinet may have
something to do with an early election, a sort of publicity ploy
to show how in touch with the people the Cabinet ministers are.
Otheswise, how would one explain the string of functions
specially cooked up for the PM and DPM?
In fact, it is said that the state government had been
frantically craclcing its bead to think of ribbon<utting functions
for the PM.
Hence, we find the PM "opening" the Penang Skills
Development Centre which has been in operations for at least
six years. How farcical.
SomePenang people (the same people who complain when
parong fees in town goes up by 20 sen) were quite put off by
the way money was spent decorating roads that the Ministen;
would be passing through in their limos. Woticers could be seen
hastily "planting" flowering plants such as orchids along these
routes which seems like a waste of good money since these
plants were not going to last in the fumes and heat generated by
the worsening traffiC in Penang.
Wet~ the Cabinet in meeting would effectively mark the
start of the silly season when politicians will do anything,
however silly or pretentious, to catch the public'seye.lhey will
carry babies wearing wet nappies even though they are away
from home so often that their own babies don't recognise them.
They will hand-feed orphans at parties (m fron tor cameras)
although the children are fully capable of helping themselves to
the food.
This is also about the time when MPs will be returning to
their ronstituencies every weekend to waiic about the market or
even clear drains ala gotong-royong. This may also be the time
when some constituents will fmd out for the (JrSt time what their
representatives in Parliament look like although it would not be
the first time that they will regret ever voting for chaps whose
ability to disappear into thin air since the last general election
would make the Invisible Man look sloppy.

•
NO, NO, MINISTER
Those who were watching the English news on RTM
recently must have cringed as Lee Kim Sai, the Minister of
Health, tried to speak (JCst Malay, then English. His command
of both languages was truly frightful. It would have been
acccplable if he could not sp@k good English given that he is
Chinese-educated But it is quile embarrassing that a Minister
should speak such poor Malay. He handled both languges so
badly that quite a number or people felt like taking MC after
hearing him.

•
GHOST WRITER
The Minister of Agriculture appeared upset that he had been
implicated in a book on Langk:awi. Album Langlcaw~ a pictorial
volume on the toW'ist island, carried messages from Sanusi

Jwlid as well as Daim Zainuddin. Both men have denied any

involvement in the book which was launched by the Kedah
Towism chaimtan, who represented the Kcdah MB, only a
month ago (shows how desperate some people are for publicity)
despite the dubiousness of the publication.
Daim was reported to be bothered with the usc ofhis narne
because the book Wlll> written in "shoddy English". Perhaps tt.e
author was trying to appear authentic since most Ministers can
hardly string together a decent sentence in English. If the book
was indeed written in poor English, then the publishers ought
to have skipped Sanusi (who speaks good English) and Diam
(who speaks passable Ellglish) and gone for a message from the
Health Mllli~ter.
It's quite obvious that fiShy things are cooking which the
Agriculture Minister cannot smell. But, frankly, we don't know
why the two politicians are so perturbed over such a small thing.
It's as though they have never claimed credit to things written
by others. Politicians are notonous for putting their names 1o
books, papers and spceche!> authored by ghost writers. Thus. it
seems hypocritical that some of them should kick up an
unnecessary fuss.

•
ON THE FAST LANE
Teenagers, now that they are discouraged from lepaldng in
shopping malls, are turning to iUegal motor and motorcycle
racing. Thus, from an activity th:ll was of no hann to anyone,
~are now indulging in quite de3dly hobbies. But given that
youths regard politicians ~ their role model • according to a
Ministry of Youth and Sports sllldy ·are we then to assume that
these teenagers are tryin' to emulate their role modds by living
life on the fast lane?

One would think thai given such a damning indictment of
his performance, he would have covered his face in shame and
immediatcly give way to someone capable of doing a more
effective job. Instead he told a Sunday edition of an English
daily that he was "not ready to step down". Why is he so reluctant
to let go of power? He claimed that "there was still a lot to do".
Wei~ the number 13 was always said to be unlucky so it looks
l.ilce Indian Malaysians, after 13 ye:n of bad luck, will have to
bear with him for a while more if he gets his way.
The reason, he offered, is that he has not found a
succes90r.Surely the Indian community is not so lacking in
leadership qualities? But the an\wer may lie in Samy's
perception of a suitable successor. He S:lld in the same intervtew
d1a1 his successor must understand the way he thinlcs and work.
He also said: 'They must also go along with me, but I am sorry
to say there are very few of them".
lt is quite clear, reading between the lines, th:ll what Samy
is looking for is a yes-man who will carry out his corrunands
without query. Sounds like ajob<k..~ription for an idiot On the
bright side though, Indian.~ can congr:~tulate themselves that
there arc so few of such mindiCl>S poople among them qualifJed
to step into the expensive shoes of Samy.
This man, known for his abilily lo build mountains out of
molchiUs (take for instance. his claim thnl he has "walked every
inch" of the Prai constituency). i.~ al-;o fond of telling people
aboul his first pa.'lSion. acting. And also nhout how he had to
give up U1is as well as singing and reading the Tamil news on
TV after going fuU-timc into politic~. How strange? Hasn't he
00..'11 doing exactly those things the pa.st 13 y~ · acting like a
bigshot, singing for his suprx.,. and mouthing the govenunent
li nc.•)

•
OPEN SECRET?

•
GIVING UP IS SO HARD TO DO
The Indian community. it ~'Ctns is growing more criminal.

noc: upiuiun, itmiL'>l be adtJcU. uughtiU be conswncd with more
than a pinch ofsalt since: it comes from the mouth of a politician.
Anyway. Samy VeUu claims that major crimes such as
murder, rape and gang lights have gone up among Indians th.:
past few years. Indian triad activity has also gone up. Well, I
guess th:ll Benlong Kali was the most famous of them a:l
although some said he would have been even more famous anJ
succcs.~ful if he had gone inlo politics, what with hi.~ skills :a
robbery and liquidation.
According lo Samy, much of dle problem stems from the
socio-economic situation th:ll many Indians 31e trapped in -low
income and poor educalion with a high nwnber of dropoUls. &
this man, alleged to be one of the we:Uthicst persons in the
country, fmally aiimillin£ his failure to help the Indian
collllnW1ity of which he claims to be the chief champion? He
has hem leader of the MIC for the~~ 13 y~ and the Indian
community seems to have improved but marginally.

Voles are always kept secret. the Election Corrunission
secretary has claimed. We are not so sure. S inoe the counting of
votes was localised. some assemblymen have been able 1o
iJcnlify spccifte areas - d1ough not specifte voters - which
supported or did not support them. One such assemblyman. after
lu10wing that a particular ~tiun of his coru.tiluency had failed
to vote for him, refused to render any services 10 them. Perhaps
the El...'(.tion Commission s«r~ would like to explain tha.

•
LOAD OF CROCK
For a moment, it was U1ought that some rouge MPs wen:
playing truant from Parli:~~nentary sillings by running wild in
dlC vicinity of a di.~u.«Xi mining pool u1 Puchong. Shah Abm.
But d1e "wild ones" turned out to be a couple of crocodiles who
h3d somehow decided to make their homes there.
I supposc. the crocodiles can't be blamed. A&r all, much
of their natural habitat h:ld been usurped by man in the name of
development and progress. According to sightings by aboosl
every Tom, Dick and Harry in the JlCarby villages, lhccrocodiles
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were HUGE and ferocious-looking. For weeks, nttempts to
capture the reptilian pair caprured the imagination of the local
popul:~rion.

But the pair outwitted the National Parks and Wildlife
allhough its fteld offiCerS tried all SOI1S
of traps - from rtets to bamboo snar~ and iron cngcs. The
crocodiles appeared to be as cunny as some of the humnns who
are freqOCillly likened to them. They ignored completely the
chicken baits placed in these traps. Perhaps they thought it was
chickenfecd?
Anyway, the most in~eresting thing of all was not the fulile
altempts at capturing the aocodil~ but the stop order from the
Scilll•11or MB to the wildlife officen. Tite MH apparently wanl~
to tum the pool and the crocs into a K>uri.~ attraction. What a
wild idea! We are beginning w understand why so many tourist
schemes collapse after a while.
Tourism seems 10 have become the be-ali and end-all to
everything.
But our sympathy goes most of all to the crocodiles. Inste:.d
of the peace they lhought they would find in thcex-miningpool.
they may soon [md themselves objects of the curiosity of
busloads of tourists. Poor crocs! Can they be blamed then for
succumbing to the urge to chew up human beings every now
and then?
Pro~eetion Department

been hauled off by the Special Branch for several days and
rughts of intmogat10n. And if the figure had been a member of
the oppositaon party, the entire party would have been
discredited to kingdom come.
Israel remauu the sole country still inaccessible to
Malaysians.
Yet the Negri Sembilan prince, whose family is known for
iL~ busines.~-mindcdness. not only visited IsraeL but ntet with
the Israeli Prime Minister and Foreign Minister. He claimed his
visit was strictly to seck businc~s opportunities but the fact that
he actually met with the two most important lc:lders of Israel
ha.~ led 10 all sort of speculations.
The prince, who is chainn~ of Melewar Corporation as
well as MBfHoldings, also stressed that 11 was a "personal visit".
It was good that Tunku Abdullah fmally came out with a public
explanation because at one stage, the rumours went so far as to
suggoo an arms deal, that the visit had to do with the purchase
of ~ns and other high-loch military toys.
Apart from the unlawfulll<!'>S of the princely visit. there is
also the question of our commitment 10 the Palestinian cause.
Many activists, including the powerful ABIM. have condemned
the visit as a betrayal to the Palestinian slruggle. Is the
enterprising prince not carrying this business-minded family
tradition a liule too far by trying to do business even with the
enemy?

•

•

FORM OVER SUBSTANCE
First he wants Penang to be the centre for education and
even before he can achieve that goal. he now wants the sbte to
belhecentreformedical services. Weare talking about the Chief
Minislcr ofPenang whom no orte can accw;e of small thinking.
Bul hie thinkina m~ also be m.a1ched by cap:lbility. It's h:ud
to see how lhe stale will COnte anywhere rtear being d1e centre
ofeither of the above when its one million-odd population rc:ld
Ill average of only one page a year. Only a month or two ago,
the Chief Minister confessed to being shocked by the results of
a govenunenr survey showing that 90 per cent of literalC
Penangitcs did not even read a page a year. And this is the state
that has the tallest building, the longest bridge and whatever.

•
DOUBLE STANDARDS
It actually required a Cabinet greenlight before the police
ventured to question TWlku Abdullah Tuanlcu Abdul Rahman
on his visit to Israel and 10 con~te his passporl Were the
police unsure about the law or were they afraid 10 touch a
blue>-blood? It would be disturbing if the temporary paralysis on
the pan of the police is due to the fonner and even more
disturbing if it is the latter.
Surely the law should apply equally to all irrespective of the
shade ofthcir blood. But then again, exceptions have been ma:le
to the bl~ even when it IUDOWllcd to manslaughter on
the fairway. It's just that one cannot help thinking that any
common man who bad violated the law this way would have

ROYAL TOUCH
It looks like politiciatiS and the blue-bloods are not only the
only groups whom conrnen and crooks have taken to
imp..>rsonating to ~ure all kinds ofsludy business deals. Police
officers are also popular figures to isnperson:ate. Two nten
po~ing as police officers from Bukit Aman, where all the
uniformed big.'ihots are based. n:ccntly robbed a golf club and
h:indcuffed the security g~Wd.
But when it comes to timber ooncessions, members of the
royalty are by far the aU-time favourite and among the
blue-blooded. it is the Pahang royal house that seems to have
been singled out for attention by the crooks. Only recently, a
property broker claiming to be the representative of SOrrte
princess from the state was alleged to have cheated a
bu.~inessmcn of more than RM700,(0) for a logging concession
in Pahang. We could be wrong, these numerous incidents seem
to imply that the royals are <k.-cp into shady timber deals.

•
TO SPEND OR NOT TO SPEND?
It's tough being a consumer these days. The departmental
s10res scmun "Sale! Sale!", enticing us 10 spend like there's no
tomonow. On the other hand, the guvc:mrnent nags us about the
need 10 be thrifty so that it can continue 10 thwnp il5 chest about
h.aving one of the lowest inflation rates in these pans. It gows

even more baffiing when contradictory messages come from
the same IOUI'CeS - people in aovemment
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Only recently, the Depury Minister of Finance was quoccd
asking the public to start buying shares again. Buy, buy, he cried,
citing the low prires in the KLSE as a reason. A few days later,
the fonner Finance Minister was reported urging consumers to
put their money in the bank in.~tead of spending lavishly and
even called for a nationwide effort to increase public awacencss
on the dangers of over-spending. Really, people who spen:.l a
10( should talk less.
But, in a rare in.stana:, Mr Moneybags did come up with
something sensible. He encouraged the local media not to be
afraid to criticise the government when necessary. It would be
a form of feedback on government policy, he said. Besides. he
added, the govenunent was strong, liberal and intcllig~nt
enough to accept criticism. We agree the government is strong,
but as for liberal and intelligent, well ...
Anyway, Daim said something d1at seems to suggest his
reaJ opinion of the sl41e of the Malaysian media. He said the
country wanted "inlcUigent newspapers and not govcllUlll!nt
pmtas". We couldn't agroc mol\l. It's de3d boring Llicking
through the three miserable Jelly channels only to f uxl the same
sort of news with the wne sl:111t. He also said that lhe
dissemination of propaganda ought to be left 1o the Ministry of
Information.
Hopefully newspaper editors will take note of this sound
piooe of 3dviee. One would like to pat this closet liberal on lhe
back except that one cannot help won<kring why he is only
talking this way now. Why is pres~ freedom essential only after
he is out of the govenvnent? Or is this sudden pench:~r~t for a
free press aimed at a particular political lc:lder who is !klid to be
sp-eading his control like a dragnet over both the print llld
eJeclronic media?

•
OH NO! ANOTHER MUSEUM!
A m~JS~."Wll for the Johor MBs. Th:ll's the latest kooky idea
ala Malacca to originate from d1e southern state. 1bc museum
will highlight.the contributions of the 13 MBs and of wur~ it
is expected to be a tourisl altraction (what else"!). We an:
wondering whether this will be another one of those things that
only coocentrale on glorious things like how many roods ca::h
of1han built, or how many oil palm estltes went up during ~ir
time or how m1ny low -<:as~ houses they planned to build.
How much more inlm:sting it would be if the museum
would also offer information like which MB had the worst
relationship with the Sultan of Johor or why a certain MB had
to step down lxx:ausc he oould not get along with the Sultan.
Will we know about the "slave camp" in Selanchar that existed
right undeu certain MB 's nose? Or how the MB spent millions
of ringgit on landscaping the town but could not approve the
replacement of old water tanks in a low-cost housing scheme.
Malaysian authorities obviously belong to the old scroolof
history. They lee hiauy • the history of kings. geaer.is,
~ kaden and adminiJiraton. The Ordiriary I1Wl figua
quite mqiaally in lhcir •ilrw of lUslory.

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS A COIN
A minister nearly came undone, no thanks to a gold coin.
And in trying to cleac his name, the Youth and Sports Minister
inadvertently let slip the price for which Malaysian minislers
could be bought. And the price is defanitely not a gold coin for
as the Minister in question said rather contemptuously: "It is
P'esurnptuous on the part of the British media to say that a
Malaysian Minister could be bought with one gold coin".
The Fllllllcial Tunes of London had reported that Standard
Chartered (the same banking group that had ignored the
worldwide campaign of economic sanctions aeainst the fonmt"
apartheid regime of South Africa) was investigating the
disappearance of gold coins allegedly given to a Malaysian
minister.
Anyway, an obscure businessman going by the name of
Sleven Goh suddenly emerged a day after the minister's denial
to 3dlnit that he was the one who had kept the coin after il was
shown to the Minister. Unfortunak:ly, he has since lost the coin
but would be willing to compens31e the bank. (Does thai mean
that he would have kept quiet about the lost coin had this ma11cr
not been blown up?).
The most interesting part of it all was that on the same day
that thisStcvenGoh admitted to having misplaced the goldooin,
Standard Chartered branch here issued a
nose-scrapping-the-Ooor statement th:lllking the government
for solving the problem nnd saying d1at the gold coin had been
Rltwned. What coin? Weren't we told that the coin was lost? If
Standard Olarta'ed poue!iSCS a ~'ll.lmOd gold coin. it had betkr
get it tested because all that gliners is not gold.
And just as we were infonncd thai a Malaysian minister
costs more than a gold coin, theRl came another bit of
enlightening news thai ministers quite definitely cost more than
USS3,1XXl. An executive of the Berj:lya Group's Jouini
suOOdiary in the Solomon Islands admined trying to pay the
OOWltry's Canma-ce, Employment and Trade Minister a sum
of US$3,00l (yes, so little!).
The amount was clearly inlldec.JUate for the Minister spumed
the offer and turning the tables on the stingy executive, accused
him of atlcmpted bribery. The poor chap, obviously a greenhorn
at this sort of thing, was a.~lu.'<f to leave the PacifiC island on the
next plane. On arriving home. he h3d to "take full responsibility"
for the incident and sholtly afk:r, had to "tender his resignation",
whicb as we aU know, is corporate diplomacy for getting lhe
s:~~:k.

If the executive had indeed been upright and innocent, why
did he have 10 resign? Bcrjaya ought to have been proud thai
here was one honest executive who did not believe in pay-outs
but was willing to spend USS3,1XXl of his own money to help
out a hard-up Min~sk:r.
It's far more likely that he had to quit for having blown
Berjaya's chances of securing more timber concessions in the
Solomons.-
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An Appeal:

Ali ran's Building Fund

ALIRAN needs a home

I

n three more years ALIRAN will be twenty years old. For the first seven yearc;
Aliran functioned from members' homes. Since 1984/\liran has been leading a
nonn adic existence moving from one rented premises to another. In fact. during
the last four years Alir.m has moved three time::.!

Besides being very disruptive, it has also been expensive as the rent kept increasing from
RM400 in 1989 to RM580 in 1991 and to RM850 presently.

Ali ran has decided that we need a place of our own where we will be pennanently based
Aliran has finally decided to buy and build our very own place.
To do this Ali ran needs your generous support./\liran has sufficient fund<; to buy a small
piece of land but not enough to put up the 'building. We need approximately RM ISO,(XX)
over the next two years to cover the building cost.
Aliran \.\.Ould be very grateful if you could donate towards our building fund. We depend
entire!}' on people like you, concerned citizens and well-wishers who cherish and
champion the same ideals and aspirations as Aliran's.
Help U!> to serve you better.
Plea::.e make a contribution.
A friend of AU RAN JS a fricnd of truth and justice.

······································································································I wish to donate to Aliran RM
by cash/cheque/draft/mo/po No.

Name:
Address:

Please send your donation to:

The Treasurer
ALIRAN
PO BOX 1049
10830 PENANG
MALAYSIA
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I enclose money order I postal ord1u I cheque no ................. ....... .
dated .. .............. ...... ....... for the sum of RM ........•..... ................ ..
as payment for my subscription for 0 1 year I 0 2 years and a
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JPA CIRCULAR
WILL SOLVE
SSB PROBLEM
I wish to refer to the letter by V.
Surcshchandra published in AM
1993: 14(3) entitled "Unjust Implementation of SSB ".
The NUTP began discussions on
this issue in 1993. The issue which
was supported by the Ministry of
Education was discussed during the
National Joint Council Meeting on
24 April 1994 in Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah.
The JPA has now agreed to solve
the problem and a circular will be
issued to all State Directors of
Education shortly. We understand
the circular will solve the problem
faced by the ~hers.
The NUTP has recommended
that all STPM holders be placed on
Step 6 on the 006 scale and that
they be placed one step higher than
SPM holders.
Siva Subramonilun.
Secrttary-General
National Union of/M Teaching
Profession
KUALA LUMPUR

Baru and the PBRS to be able to
co-exist. The general principle is
that each side must know that their
opinions will not always coincide
with those of the other, since men's
judgements and beliefs are likely to
differ especially when their own interests are involved.
Of course, the main institutions
of this structure are those.of a constitutional democracy. Thus, they
must decide which Constitutional
arrangements are just for reconciling conflicting opinions of justice.
The BN should choose the most
effective and just constitution, the
constitution that satisfies the principles of justice and is best caJculated to lead to a just and effective
legislation.
Ideally, a just constitution would
have a just procedure arranged to
ensure a just outcome. The procedure would be the political process
governed by the constitution, while
the outcome would be the body of
enacted legislation. The principles
of justice would define an independent criterion for both procedures an~ outcome.
Generally speaking, a constitution should establish a secure common status of equal citizenship and
realize political justice. This dictates
that social and economic policies be
aimed at maximizing the long-term
expectations of the least advantaged
under conditions of fair equality of
opportunity, subject to the equal
liberties being maintained.
This is the framework that, I assume, would be practical in Sabah.
Saban Sawayan
UNITED KINGDOM

WHITHER
CONSTITUTIONAL
DEMOCRACY IN
SA BAH?

SHORT-SIGHTED
POLICY STIFLING
GROWTH OF SMis

After the collapse of the PBS
government in Sabah, some sort of
framework is needed for UMNO

Encouraging more and more foreigners to invest in Malaysia is not
the absolute solution to attain in-
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dustrializcd nation status in the long
run.
More foreign investment could
also increase our dependence and
stifle the growth of our local firms.
The Government should assist the
natural growth of efficient and
progressive fmns.
Recently, our Prime Minister
was optimistic when he advised
local fums td merge. Greater success could be reaped if Government
agencies furthered this move by encouraging more take-overs and
regroupings of existing rums. But it
is sad to sec these agencies spending
much of their time on the shallow
implementation of rules requiring at
least 51 per cent indigenous holding
of management control and staff.
What objective can one expect
to achieve with such a shallow rule?
Perhaps the Government has forgotten the term spell out in our Constitution 'free enterprise.'
If you want indigenous participation, then make your demand
with the foreign fmns for equity, for
when they move out with their
profits, what are we going to fall
back on? The local fums.
Why haven't Malaysians questioned the number of ventw-es, like
the various state agencies under the
guise of Economic Development
Corporations, having 100 per cent
indigenous equity? Where is fairplay then? Why not give 51 per cent
to non-Malays?
If Malaysia is to be successful as
an industralized nation and a
developed country, it should adapt
itself to changing world conditions.
Set up an Industrial Reorganisation Corporation and assist all fums
in the reorganisation process rather
than mess up the entire economic
system with a "take-take-take"
policy.
The future generation must be
able to take advantage of rules that
are juit for all. All it needs is 10
years with this silly policy (51 per
cent indigenous partnership) and the

entire growth of small and mediumsized ftrms will be doomed.
Karuppan

JOHOR BARU

SABAH'S
IMMIGRATION
RULES AN ODDITY
The oddity that travel within
Semenanjung and Sabah should require travel documents is indeed a
hindrance to development.
Sabah should now be more apprehensive of Sabahans leaving the
state rather than West Malaysians
coming over here. Hence, the control over West Malaysians seeking
employment in Sabah should be less
aggressive.
Article 8 of the Federal Constitution states that all persons are ~ual
before the law. The work pass requirement for West Malaysians
seeking employment in Saball is in
direct contravention of the Federal
Constitution and should be scrapped
immediately. After all, the Central
Government has rewritten the Sab:lh
Constitution through the Courts and
nullified provisions which contravene the Federal Constitution; so
this should be no difficult task.
Thousands of foreigners had
sought employment in Sabah and
thousands more are without any
documents. The Prime Minister
should state and declare in unequivocal terms that not only is the
passport ruling an oddity but the
work pass requirement is yet
another farce.
To say that Sabah is for
Sabahans and that jobs in Sabah arc
being taken up by West Malaysians
is mischievous. BN Sabah should
take positive steps at the next assembly sitting. It should set the ball
rolling as a sign of sincerity that it is
working towards integration. Free
movement within the nation is a
tenet
of integration.
West

Malaysians in the private sector in
Sabah have also contributed
towards development and nation
building.

However, the criticism must
come after a decision has been
made, with resort to appeal being
fmally exhausted. In fact, invariably
decisions of judges are criticised on
SadaSivam
appeal
to the appelate court by
KOTA KINABALU
lawyers and prosecutors appearing
on behalf of the Government. That
is a reality which all judges have to
LEAVE THE JUDGES accept.
It is criticism directed at judges
ALONE
pending proceedings which attracts
contempt of court proceedings bePrime Minister Dr Mahathir
cause the matter at that point is
Mohamad, says the Judiciary must
clearly sub judice. This is the posibe free to discharge its duties but
tion accepted in all countries which
adds absolute freedom could lead to
have a legal system worthy of its
possible abuses.
name.
The Prime Minister says he subThe doctrine of separation of
scribes to the doctrine of separation
powers demands that the Executive
of powers; he says the three
does not encroach on the indebranches in government - the Legispendence of the Judiciary by
lature, the Executive and the
making it bend to its views.
Judiciary - carry out their d1fferent
Criticism of a final judgement is one
duties with freedom accorded to
thing, but intimidating judges to
them respectively. The Prime Miniconform to the views or interests of the Executive is
another.
If there are judges who
fail to discharge their duties
fairly, then the remedy lies
not in criticising them publicly, but initiating proceedings
under the Federal Constitution for their removal. Of
course, in that case, the
Government must in the first
place bear the blame for
having appointed someone
who did not live up to expecThe Prime Minister: No 100 per cent freedom tor lations.
the Judiciary
A judge by his oath of office is bound to act without
fear or favour and preserve,
ster also acknowledges the judicial
protect and defend the Constitution.
system must be given the freedom to
Judges should be left alone to disfunction efficiently, and this, he
charge their duties in an atmosphere
says, must be respected.
conducive to the discharge of those
But the Prime Minister says
duties fairly without any interthere cannot be 100 per cent
ference from any quarter including
freedom for the Judiciary.
the Government of the day.
The Prime Minister appears to
have misconstrued the concept of
Karpal Singh
freedom of the Judiciary. Of course,
MEMBER OF PARliAMENT
the decisions of judges can be subjected to criticism.

..
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PARAM APPOINTED
UN SPECIAL
RAPPORTEUR ON
THE INDEPENDENCE
OF THE JUDICIARY
The Centre for the Independence
of Judges and Lawyers (CIJL)
warmly welcomes the appointment
of a member of its Advisory Board,
Param Cumaraswamy, as the UN
Special Rapporteur on the Independence of the Judiciary.
Param is a courageous fighter for
the independence of the judiciary
and the legal profession. A
Malaysian advocate. he is a member
of the International Commission of
Jurists (ICJ) and the President of
LAWASIA. He is also a former
Chairman of the Standing Committee on Human Rights of the International Bar Association. His
appointment as Special Rapporteur
is an encouragement for judges and
lawyers throughout the world.
Param will hold office for three
years. His mandate is threefold:
• To monitor, investigate and
report ·on individual cases of
harassment and persecution or
judges and lawyers;
• to study topical questions
central to a full understanding of
the independence of the
judiciary, such as justice in
emergency situations.
The post of the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of theJ udciary was created by the UN
Commission on Human Rights on 4
March 1994. The excellent successive reports of Louis Joinet, the
French Expert to the UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minoriues, paved the way for this
appointment.
The appointment of Param is to
be confirmed by the UN Economic
and Social Council meeting in May.
Being instrumental in the formulation and the adoption of the resolu-

tion establishing this post, the ICJ
and CIJL call upon the UN Centre
for Human Rights to provide Param·
with adequate and meaningful
resources to enable him to fulfil this
critical assignment.
Please send all information
relevant to the mandate of the Special Rapporteur to the following address:
Param Cumaraswamy
Special Rapporteur on the Independence of the Judiciary
UN Centre for Human Rights
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland
Centre for lrulependenct ofJudges
and Lawyers
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

REVIEW THE UUCA
TO PROMOTE
CRITICAL THINKING
I support the views in the article
entitled "Impact of private education on values" by Andy See (New
Straits Times, 3 June).
The true Malaysian character
with iLs 111orals and values should
not be neglected.
One of the steps to enhance and
instil the patriotic spirit is to review
our University and University Colleges Act (UUCA) 1974.
This Act which prohibits students from taking part in our
country's political arena is very
much out of date. Today, the number
of private institutions of higher
education which have curricula
based on foreign formats has increased tremendously. There are
even plans to establish a branch of a
foreign university here.
Prohibiting future intellectuals
from taking part in our country's
political development represents a
threat to the spirit of patriotism. It
will lead to less sensitivity towards
the nation's needs.
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In order to mould a generation
who can contribute to the nation and
be more sensitive to its values, the
UUCA should be reviewed. Intellectuals who are pursuing a foreign
degree and our own undergraduates
should be given the opportunity to
participate in the affairs of their
country.
How can our foreign graduates
contribute when they are prohibited
from participating in the first place?
Besides this. the UUCA violates the
fundamental principle of human
rights and is also responsible for
killing the potential of the younger
generation.
Students who are able to look at
government policy critically should
not be regarded as a threat to the
government, or as traitors. Instead,
their views should be taken into consideration for the benefit of our nation.
Indeed, why would they want to
offer their views if they are not concerned about improvement? Their
patriotic spirit for the country should
not be questioned.
LPengLam
TAPAH

HOT AIR OVER LOW
COST HOUSES
Everyone knows that the general
election is around the comer. That
explains why there is so much political talk about the need for
developers to build more low-<:ost
houses for the poor. Anwar Ibrahim
in particular is raising the issue in
order to win more sympathy votes
from the rakyat.
Upon examining the situation
closer and going through the records
of the developers, it is interesting to
observe the fmdings. All the major
developers in Malaysia including
Pelangi Bhd (Johor Baru), 1TDI,
Sime-UEP Development Sdn Bhd
(Klang Valley) and I & P (Klang

Valley and Penang) have not met the
quota set aside for low-cost homes.
Indeed, it is ironical that the
government through Pennodalan
Nasional Berhad (PNB) is the major
shareholder of all the above
developers. (Reference: KLSE Annual Book).
Can someone please come forward to the rescue of the poor rakyat
by questioning the intentions of
government ministers over their irresponsible remarlcs about the
development of low-cost houses?
Who are we kidding?
HS
SUBANGJAYA

REJECT COMMUNAJ_
POLITICS
The BN government should not
exploit communal and religious issues in order to gain votes. The opposition. on the other hand, must
unite under a single banner (like the
BN component parties which contest elections under the dacing sym-

dissatisfaction because they're
afraid of being mistreated by the
authorities. The opposition alliance
must be able to take away this threat
if they come to power one day.
Malaysians must be free to express
their views.
Both the BN and the opposition
alliance must reject communal and
religious politics, i.e. politics that
exploits communalism aRd religious'
fanaticism.
Politics that is based on univer·
sal religious values such as fairplay, anti-corruption, poverty
eradication, freedom of expression,
human rights, democracy etc should
be encouraged.
It is hoped that during the next
general election UMNO Baru, the
MCA and the MIC will not exploit
any communal issues and the same
goes for PAS, Semangat 46 and the
DAP. If we were to look around, we
would see how disastrous communal politics can be. We do not
want another Sri Lanka or Bosnia.
Manusia BiiJsa
KUALA KETIL, KEDAR

Wherever he went he created
dishrumony, wherever he went
he created pain.
So brothers and sisters I charge
him to be the biggest kidnapper
in this planet.
You are not an American.
I am not an American. We did
not willingly come to America.
The white man forced us to come
to America.
They forced us in chains to come
to America.
The white man said "Hei, Nigger. Get on the boat. I am taking
you to America."
You are not part of the American
Dream.
You are all the TRAGEDY.

bol).

Gagasan Rakyat must include all
opposition parties including PAS;
some kind of an understanding must
be reached before the next general
election. Of course, there is a price
for everything. The BN may hit out
at DAP and PAS leaders if they
manage to unite. All citizens should
be allowed to carry on their daily
lives without any fear of being oppressed or discriminated against.
An all out heart-to-heart discussion must be held amongst all the
opposition MPs and leaders so that
they can stand united - fighting for a
common cause: eradication or cor·
ruption, authoritarianism and
poverty. (To encourage integration,
national service must be made compulsory.)
Many Malaysians are not very
happy although economically our
country has progressed a lot. These
Malaysians dare not express their

I charge the white man to be the
biggest kidnapper in this planet

TRAGEDY 2020 FOR
INDIAN MALAYSIANS
A big thank you to Ranjinikant
of Johor Baru for his precise and
timely letter in AM 1993: 13(12) on
the dilemma facing the'Indian community in Malaysia. The politicians
and people in authority have too
often swept the problems faced by
Indian Malaysians under the carpet.
It is sad to see the community, which
was once the backbone of the rubber
and palm oil industries, being left to
rot in the open.
The black community in the
United States experienced the same
fate and history is repeating itself
here. Malcolm X in one of his fiery
speeches said:
"I charge the white man to be the
biggest murderer in this planet,
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The same applies here in a
slightly different manner. The
colonisers brought us here for their
own gain and in a way to keep the
locals at bay. It is sad to see Indian
Malaysians owning only one per
cent of equity and this is deteriorating further. Our cries are never
heard, or quickly brushed aside by
people in authority.
Indian Malaysians seem to have
no part in the dream of Vision 2020;
instead they are its tragedy.
Malcolm Small X
SEREMBAN

LAW OF NATURAL
JUSTICE SUPREME
I cannot help but feel that the
Prime Minister has not dealt fairly

with the question of the Judiciary. A
recent sutement in the press that
made the headlines was that our
judiciary needs a watchdog to
prevent abuse of power amongst the
judges. This is a noble idea but not
so when the Executive is not subjected to the same treatment.
Why should the Executive be a
special breed of people? Being
human themselves, they are prone to
human weaknesses and greed. illstory has Uught us that the more
serious abuses of power stem largely
from the government in power and
not the Judiciary. It's unfair to imply
that the Judiciary, namely the
judges, are irresponsible whilst the
Executive are the good guys who
should be the judges' guardian an·
gels.
It's inaccurate though theoretically sound to regard the Malaysian
electorate as the watchdog of the
government of the day. The Execu·
tive should be subjected to a more
direct disciplinary body that would
make them more accounuble to the
people.
The animosity between our PM
and the judges is quite understandable. The PM fmds the judges
incomprehensible, difficult and
stubborn. Instead of interpreting the
law as Parliament intended it, what
results at the end of the day is simply
the contrary, coated with legal jargon and reasoning that goes :tgainst
the simple wording of the law.
Judges reach their decisions
after a thorough deliberation of the
law as applied to the facts and circumstances of each case. They do
not deliberate on their personal convictions, nor their political afftliations (some may disagree). On the
face of it, judges interpret what Parliament passes as law.
But subject to one qualification.
judges and lawyers alike believe in
a higher law; a law that transcends
human laws; a law more supreme
than any man-made law found ,
anywhere in the worJd; a law which '
is unwritten and everlasting and has

been in existence since God (for
some of us) created the human race.
This is the law of natural justice.
In any soci~ty in the world, from
time immemooal, this higher law
has always existed. If Parliamentmade laws are in conflict with this
higher law, the latter shall prevail.
This has been inscripted on to the
minds of all judges since their stu·
dent days and no new tricks can now
be learnt.
Our PM fails to understand this:
thus Goliath takes David to task and
as a result David is now but a wart
on Goliath's body.
I view the present conflict as a
tussle between the emphasis on
smooth economic development and
political subility on the one side,
and a (once) strong insistence on the
principles of natural justice on the
other.

Marcus Hwang
PETAUNGJAYA

"SENSE OF SHAME
TOTALLY ABSENT!"
Our Deputy Prime Minister,
Anwar Ibrahim and the proponents
of Melayu Baru soundly condemned
Pairin for standing for elections because he was convicted of corruption although the Court did not deem
it fit to disqualify him. The joint cry
was that Pairin did not have a sense
of shame!
Let us examine a few events involving Barisan leaders and see how
much integrity, accountability and
sense of shame they displayed.
First, our government used,
without parliamentary approval,
RM500 million belonging to the
contributors of EPF at the London
Metal Exchange - and lost all the
money.
No public accountability and
sense of shame was displayed. The
PM and the government dismissed it
as a "paper loss". If the PM had
resigned, he would have displayed a
A/iron Monthly 1994:14 (7)
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Daim: Not accountable?

sense of shame and a strong sense of
public accountability.
Second, Daim and the UMBC
shares scandal - Daim was the
Finance Minister when he allegedly
made millions at the nation's expense. No conflict of interest was
involved.
My, my, the same Daim praised
the ex-Bank Negara Governor for
instituting a "culture of accountability• when he so nobly laid down
his life so that the Finance Minister
could survive.
To Daim, I say this: You missed
an opportunity at that time to be the
forerunner of the so-called "culture
of accountability" that you talked
about.
Third, look at the behaviour of
the Finance Minister with regard to
the regular losses (it is almost annual) in the forex operations of Bank
Negara- RM9 .7 billion last year and
this year RM5.3 billion (fiddled figure?)
Again paper loss! Sense of
shame totally absent! Culture of accountability? Get a scapegoat and
force him to lay down his life for
you. Highly moral and ethical.
Malaysians, wake up! The world
is laughing at us. When we lose
money, we lose it. To talk about
"paper loss" is to tell a lie- plain and
simple. Someone can fiddle with the
figures but those who obtained our
money know how much we lost.
So much for a sense of shame!

Musa binJadi
PENANG

CURRE~I~f
CONCERNS

ENERGY-HIGHWAYS
-A MISGUIDED
PRIORITY
Aliran is astounded to hear
that Malaysia is poised to become a major supplier of
electricity to ASEAN countries
by the turn of the century.
Energy Minister Samy Vellu
said Malaysia would be a "supergrid energy highway" to
other ASEA.J.~ countries.
This is obviously a case of
misguided priorities. The
Energy Ministry's overriding
goal should be to ensure that
every Malaysian - rich or poor,
urban or rural - should have
access to electricity supply.
The supply must be cheap and
reliable. It is well known that
certain towns in Sabah are
facing a severe energy crisis

while blackouts frequently
occur in other parts of
Malaysia. Many Malaysians,
especially those living in interior areas, ar e also without
electricity. How disappointing
that after 37 years of independence, many are still living
in the dark.
In the light (or should we
say darkness) of all this, we
hope that the Energy Minister
will shelve all those grandiose
schemes for an ASEAN energy
highway and instead marshal
all the Ministry's resources
towards providing cheap, reliable electricity supply for all
Malaysians.
P. Ramakrishnan
President
2 August 1994
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HIGHEST
STANDARD OF
JOURNALISM THE
CRITERION
Aliran is amazed that the
use of the national flag as part
of the masthead of The Sun
should become a controversial
issue.
Among the reasons cited for
the objection for the use of the
national flag "is that the articles (appearing in The Sun)
may be misconstrued as representing · the government's
views. It is strange that this
could be extended as a reason.
Even without the newspapers
displaying the national flag on
their masthead they have little
difficulty in convincing the ,
readers that they represent
any other views!
If the purpose ofThe Sun is
to display its patriotic duty by
flying the national flag as part
of its masthead, then that
patriotic duty can be better
served if it lives up to the
highest ethical standards of
journalism. In the fmal
analysis, the worth of a
newspaper is not, and should
not be, judged by its masthead
nor by its soaring sales but the
criterion should be whether it
is committed to the eternal
values and truths that has
guided
and
shaped
humankind in the passage of
time.
Time will tell whether The
Sun is only a commercial venture or whether it has a higher
and nobler purpose as part of
its agenda. The critical, caring
and feeling Malaysians would
like to know whether that
agenda will include a crusade
against corruption; a voice for
the weak and powerless in
society; a concern for a free and
fair elections; a demand for ac-

countability an democratic
rights; an honest reporting
which will not sideline dissenting views; a courageous endeavour
to
undertake
investigative reporting that
would fight against wastage,
exploitation and abuse of
power; a determination that
will expose the use and abuse
of state apparatus; a vigilance
that will oppose cronyism and
nepotism; and a sincerity that
will champion all that is fair
and clean .
The Sun can be the star in
the galaxy of the newspaper
world only if it dares to do all
this and more. Only then can
The Sun shine brightly and
light up the present dark
clouds hovering above the
Malaysian sky.
P Ramakrislman
President
3August 199

NEW PHONE RATES
WILL HURT THE
POOR MOST
Aliran is dismayed to hear
that Telekom Malaysia is
proposing to scrap the 100 free
local calls per month which
Malaysian subscribers have
enjoyed all along.
Related to this is Telekom
Malaysia's decision to remove
the unlimited time limit for all
calls and impose a charge of 9
to 10 sen for three minutes on
all local calls instead of the
pr evious 13 sen for unlimited
time on each local call in excess
of the 100 free calls.
All this is expected to increasethe amounts which subscribers will end up pa)'lng
Tclekom. It remains to be seen
whether the reduction in rental rates for subscribers in rural
areas will be sufficient to offset

the higher charges caused by
the withdrawal of 100 free
calls and the unlimited time
limit enjoyed on subsequent
local calls previously.
Some time ago, Aliran had
predicted that Telekom subscribers would end up paying
more to finance the fanciful KL
Telekom Tower project, expected to be the third tallest
tower in the world and which
is being constructed by a subsidiary of Telekom at a staggering cost of RM270 million .
It seems to us that subscribers paid much less for better service in the days before
Telekom was privatised.
But now with the proposed
scrapping of the hundred free
local calls, the most directly hit
will be the lower income group.
At the same time, the middle class and elites will stand
to gain the most with the
proposed reduction in the rate
for international calls.
What good is privatisation
if it is going to benefit the wealthy at the expense of the poor?
The Cabinet s hould prevent
Telekom from exploiting the
average consumer so as to add
to its RM1.5 billion in profits.

LIFT BAN ON
PUBLIC RALLIES
Altran welcomes the s tatement by Election Commission
Secretary Abdul Rashid Abdul
Rahman that the commission
was in favour of public rallies.
He said the Commission will

" Malaysia remains one
of the few countries in
the world w hich have
banned public rallies."

No free calls
150 calls1st 3 minutes@ $0.09 - 13.50
Next 3 minutes@ $0.09- 13.50
Total charge - $27.00

discuss with the police
whether to allow public rallies
in the next general election.
"Public rallies are the best
channel for candidates and
political parties to communicate with voters and explain
their manifestos and plans,"
said Abdul Rashid. We couldn't
agree with rum more.
Malaysia
has
always
prided itself on its political
stability and the tolerance of
its people but it remains one of
the few countries in the world
which have banned public rallies.
Malaysians arc mature
enough to ensure that harmony and goodwill shall
prevail even if the ban on
public rallies is lifted.
We call on the Government
to lift the ban on public rallies
in
line
with
accepted
democratic principles. This
would be an excellent way of
demonstrating our faith in the
Malaysian people and our commitment to free and fair elections.

Ani/ Netto
Exco Member

Pajan Singh
ExcoMember

A Simple Comparison
Assuming a subscriber makes
150 local calls with an average
duration of 6 minutes per call.

At Current Rates
1st 100 calls - FREE
Next 50 calls@ $0. 13 each
(no time limit) - $6.50

Using Proposed Rates

3 August 1994
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FuU story from the back page...

WHITHER THE MALAYSIAN JUDICIARY?

A Day in Parliament ...
During the debate on the Bill to amend the
Judges' Remuneration Act, 1991 held on
18July 1994
On Judicial Independence
Tuan Haji Mohamad bin Sabu {Ni/am Puri]:

M

r Speaker, I take this opportunity to discuss the
bill to amend the Judges' Remuneration Act,
1971. As explained by the Minister just now that
this bill is to enable the Government to improve the status
of the judges and tho...e who are invoh ed in the laws of
this country, Malaysia. and we full} support it so that
justice can be done.
Mr Speaker, we are worried about the recent problems of
the judiciary in Malaysia especially the role played by the
Lord President. In Islam, the status of judges is highly
honoured and re.~pected by all parties. That was why even
a great Caliph of lslam like Saidina Ali Karamallah
Wajaha had to sit in the witness box to prove his submission that his chattel had been stolen by a Jew. When the
Chief Justice could not prove his case, the Jew won the
case. The impact was so great that the Jew felt that justice
had been done and he then converted to Islam.
The point we wish to stress here is that the power of the
judge was so great that even the great Caliph who ruled
the great land could not prove his allegation. Thus, the
case was won by a non-Muslim, a Jew, in an Islamic
court. The status of judges was vel) high.
The Malaysian judiciary was indeed respected
throughout the world especially in Commonwealth
countries. Those who were involved in the Malaysian
legal system especially judges and members of the Bar
were well respected. They were always consulted in
international seminars but recently the respect of society
towards the judicial system ha<> begun to decline especially after the actions taken by the Executive in removing
Tun SaJieh Abas and his colleagues.
Judges were indeed independent. Those days wht>never
there were disputes and differences, the people would
always say that we had sovereignty in the country. When
they said we had sovereignty, that meant we had laws.
The people had accorded respect to the judicial system
ever since colonial times. We are not lawyers, we do not

understand Jaws in depth but we underl.land justice and
we can see and feel whether justice has been done. The
ordinal) people too can feel although they do not understand laws, Acts, sections of the laws- those are technical
questions but justice can be felt, appreciated and administered. However. it seems that justice has been called
into question recently.

""e do not understand laws in depth
but we understand justice and we can
see and feel whether justice has been
done ... it seems that justice has been
called into question recently."
Judges enjoy high status because they are involved in
making judgments. In Islam the position of judges is
always safeguarded. Prophet Mohammad and his family
were not allowed to receive donations. Why were they
not allowed to do so? hlam has laid doY.n this teaching
so that there would be no favountism. If people were
allowed to give donations, they would prefer to give it to
the Prophet and his relatives because they would then be
able to get closer to the Head of State and his family .
Islamic laws stated that no one should donate to the
Prophet. This sho11.s that his family did not enjoy any
privileges: and so the Head of State and his family could
not give any judgement that might have been influenced
by the donations the} received.
Strong criticisms again'>! the judges in Malaysia began
during the tenure of Oato' Seri Or Mahathir Mohamad,
the Prime Minister. He was the person who set up the
battle-field to attack judges - that was when the court
made the ruling against UMNO, making it an illegal
organisation. In the Semarak programmes, before the
people, he strongly criticised judges to the extent that he
said that judges handed down judgements based on the
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facts before them and did not care about the feelings of
the people.
That was also the case when Mr Karpal Singh was
released Wlder habeas corpus at the Ipoh High Cowt. We
saw the Prime Minister attacking the judge. Thus, the
attacks on judges were started by the Prime Minister.
Thereafter, he began to take action to bring the judiciary
and the laws of this country under his control. The people
criticised this, but could not do anything.

" ...the attacks on judges were started
by the Prime Minister. Thereafter, he
began to take action to bring the
judiciary and the laws of this country
under his control."
If the criticisms against the judges come from Members
of Parliament • they can only speak but cannot do anything. But when it comes from the Prime Minister- then
the Prime Minister has strong Executive powers. He can
further the matter because he is the Head of the Executive
and also the advisor to the Yang Dipertuan Agong. The
Yang Dipertuan Agong enjoys a high status. He can form
a tribtmal and such a tribunal was set up to investigate the
judges; eventually a few judges were removed, including
Tun Salleh Abas who was removed as Lord President.

Mr Speaker, after that. we found that the judiciary of
Malaysia began to deteriorate. Nowadays. when a case
is bef<Xe the court, people will first ask, "Who is the
judge?". Whe.n A's name is mentioned, it is as if we
already lrnow the result We lrnow what decision we are
going to get So now, we from the opposition, if we have
election-related cases, cases involving politics, we have
the feeling that going to court will be a waste of time.
It was different in the past Sometimes the Government
won, sometimes the Opposition. But of late, whenever
there is a case before the court. we can predict the result.
Furthermore, when we know which judge is going to hear
the case, e.g. Judge A, we already know the decision.
Whether you believe it or not. this is the perception of the
people nowadays - when people look at court cases, they
kd at the judges.

If the case involves the ruling party or someone close to
the Executive, we need only look at the case and the judge
and we can predict the decision. If this is the situation of
this country. it is very dangerous to our judiciary because
the status of the judges is in doubt.
Mr Speaker, from what we hear and from what has been
exposed in Parliament, we find that all is not well with
our legal system especially when judges are involved in

share scams. Judges can now be bought by the corporate
world. Malaysia could end up like Italy and Colombia in
future.
The Mustadakhim group· the oppressed group; if they

were to go to court- for example, if a house purchaser is
not satisfied with his house; the developer has cheated
him; he goes to the court, but the judge has been bought
by the housing developer; then there will be no justice for
the purchaser. This matter is very serious. If the Government docs not rectify the situation, Malaysia will be in
chaos. When people stay away from court. when the
decision is made and it is as already predicted, there will
come a point where people will take the law into their
own hands. Do we want what has been happening in
Colombia and in South American countries - where
judges are murdered and threatened - to also happen in
this country? Since independence this has never happened in this country. Whatever decisions made by the
judge, when we come out from court, we feel at ease
although sometimes we may lose a case. This has been
the situation since independence. But with the present
state of the judiciary, I can not guarantee this will continue. When judges can be bought. when they start getting
involved in share scandals, when they begin making
friends with corporate flgW"Cs; if this situation continues,
there will be more changes to our judicial system.

On Share Scandals
T u~m

Ruhanie bin Haji Ahmad: [Stands up]

Deputy Speaker tTuan Ong Tee Kmt]: The
Honourable Member ... The Honourable Member for
Parit Sulong has risen.
Ruhanie Ahmad: Thank you Mr Speaker. I wish to seek
clarification from my friend from Nilam Purl. He mentioned judges - was he referring to all the judges or only
a small number of judges?
Secondly, when he said we will be faced with a situation
like Colombia. is that the narrow thinking of the opposition or does it reflect the feelings of all Malaysians?
Mohamad Sabu: At present, not all the judges are
involved -only a few of them. But if the judge involved
is the Lord President. then it is very dangerous!
[Laughter] Very dangerous for others. And the problems
I mentioned just now, since independence no one has ever
threatened or taken action against the judges; and we have
to defend this situation. However, if the judges begin to
make friends with corporate figures; decisions can be
predicted by the lay man, then the people will take their
own action. Not all the people- if four or five persons hire
gangsters to take action. then this will be similar to Italy
where the Mafmcontrols the law and thejudgesareafraid
of the Mafia and are controlled by them. We have not
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reached that stage, but why should we put ourselves in
that direction?

This is what I wish to inform you. Yes, Bukit Bintang
stood upju!>t now.

When jul>tice cannot be carried out, there will be no
choice and the people will tal-c the law into their own
hands. Therefore, before this happens, we must prevent
it. For example, what is disputed now is not the
Magistrate in Kuala P ilah, not the Magistrate in Baling,
not a High Court Judge- it is the Lord President himself!
With this per;on as our Lord Pre:.ident, with his bad
image - and the Government does not attempt to clear the
image to restore the confidence of the people - how are
the people to have faith in our Jaw<, in the future? We have
shown how a rich man who owns a bank can go to court,
to see the Lord President, with one telephone call; he can
even park his car at the place where the Lord President
parks .... , very close, when that same judge is involved in
a case to pass sentence on the Member ofParliament from
Buk.it Bintang.

Wee: ThanJ... you Mr Speaker, I wish to seek clarification
from the Member of Parliament from Nilam Puri. Just
now he said that Eu Finance - the Lord President owns
400,CXXJ shares and his wife 864,000. I feel that in a
statement from His Honourable...

"Judges can now be bought by the
corporate world. Malaysia could end up
like Italy a nd Colombia in future"
All sorts of complaints could have been brought up in the
37-minute meeting. Such complaints are certainly not
good, and we are concerned about the Lord President.
Records also show that he and his family are also involved in business. For example, we see ho-w the Lord
President has become rich now. How much is the salary
of the judge taking into consideration his special status?
We know his special status, but now we c;ee that he owns
so many shares- his family and so on. For example, his
wife, Azian Ayob Ghazali, owns 846 units of shares 1n
Eu Finance Berhad; Abdul Hamid Omar himself owm.
400,000 shares. Abdul Hamid himself and his family
owned more than 3 million shares from 1981 till 1984.

So, if thls tS the situation, thi<> means that our judges ...
Tuan Wee Choo Keong: {Stands up/
Deputy S~akcr [Ong]: The Honourable Member from
Bukit Bin tang has risen.

Mohamad Sabu: ... have been invohed in share scams
or share scandals.

Deputy Speaker [Ong): But before you proceed, I wish
to remind you that when you request something which i~
in the process of investigation or something related to the
conduct of a judge as stipulated in 36(8) of the Standing
Orders. I feel that you must undeNand. You have to table
a substantive motion as required and not take this opportunity to mal.e a submission. Because I do not see anythlng related to the Bill.

Dato Syed Hamid bin Sycd Jaafar AI bar: Mr Speaker,
point of order.

Deputy Speaker [Ong): The Honoumble Member,
please hold on, there is a point of order.
Wee: Whether he realise that there are RM3.7 million
shares in Eu Finance

Syed Hamid: flnterjecB'/
Deputy Speaker [Ong) : The Honourable Member from
Buk.it Bintang, please sit down tir'>t.

Syed Hamid: You have made a ruling under order 36(8)
that if we wish to discuss the conduct of judges, we have
to table a sub'>tantive motion. This is to comply with the
Standing Orders.

Deputy Speaker [Ong): The Honourable Member, I
wish to remind you again, whether it is the Honourable
Member from Nil am Puri or BukitBintang. l feel that this
has to be followed . If you still want to question something
which has been forbidden, I will not allow it.

Wee: I obtained thls from a statement of the Dewan
Rakyat that was given to me by the Minister of Finance
dated 13 July 1994. I wonder whether the Honourable
Member from Nil am Puri realises that the Lord President
and his wife own 3 728 million shares in Eu Finance Bhd,
a company which hal> been taken over by Bank. Ncgara
because it was insolvent. To a layman, in<>olvency means
there could have been abuse of power or misappropriation in Eu Finance Bhd.
Mohamad Sabu: Mr Speaker, I agree with the question
asked by the Honourable Member from Bukit Bintang.
Indeed, we do not want to dtscuss technical matters
relating to judges. But the question here is the remuneration of the judges; we wish to elevate their status so that
they will enjoy a better status. Therefore, with the better
status, remuneratJon, allowance and so on, they would
not be invol\ed m share offers, businesses and so on.
because this can affect their judgment when the group
that '>upports them or the company in whlch they own
shares is in\olved in a case before them. Then they will
be biased in their JUdgment. This is human . Surely, when
someone has done them a favour, they will have to
reciprocate.
Mr Speaker, the government should investigate when we
raise such matters in thls House. I have stated just now
that we mu~t at least uphold the existing Jaws. We mu'it
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make !lure that the existing laws will be enforced fairly
and that the judges will be respected. For example, it has
been exposed that the Lord President and his family have
owned more than what they can afford to and we request
that the Government should investigate this and if possible ... it is obliged to set up a tribunal to inve~ugate the
Lord President. If we could appomt a tnbunal to investigate Tun Salleh Abas and five other judges, why can't
it be done here? This is because at that ume what we had
was a crisis within UMNO and between the Prime Minister and the judges. Now what we have here is a more
important question about the people's confidence. A
tribunal must be set up to investigate the shares scandal
involving the judges. Not only involving a judge ... what
we see now is the son in-law of the judge whose father is
also a senior judge.

Syed Hamid: {Stands up/
Deputy Speaker [Ong]: Yes, Honourable Member.

Syed Hamid: This is also covered under 36(8). We have
discussed personal matters, we have discussed conduct;
and this means the Honourable Member from Nil am Puri
needs to table a substantive motion if he wants to discuss
this matter. If not, confine it to matters relating to the
remuneration of judges. If he wants to elevate the status
of judges, he can discuss this but he cannot discuss
specific personal matters.

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: Honourable Member, I think
the decision l made just now still stands. Honourable
Member, you must obey!

Mohamad Sabu: Perhaps the Minister thinks that since
I am not a legal expert, he can bully me.
Deputy Speaker [Ong]: No, Honourable Member.

Mobamad Sabu: But this is a question of judges' character, nothing personal.
Deputy Speaker [On g]: No, Honourable Member. That
is not the issue. What I mean is 36(8).lt must be followed.

Mobamad Sabu: I understand 36(8). But this is a questiOn of judges' remuneration, i.e. we want to elevate the
status of judges; we want to accord them a high status;
but how can we do it if they are involva.l in bu!>ines.~?
They are mvolved in !>hare scandals. They are involved
with Tan Sri Loy Hean Heong. So, we do not have to
discuss! What IS the purpose of elevating their status if
we give them more opportunity to be active in business?
I feel that 36(8) should be interpreted more liberally.

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: Honourable Member, I wish to
advise you on onJy one matter. What is stated in the
existing Standing Orders, we have to follow . It has been
brought up in this House repeatedly. Don't you understand?

Mohamad Sabu: I understand! It's just that today' s topic
is specific- Remuneration of Judges. When we talk about
judges' remuneration, we have to touch on about matters
relating to judges and the judiciary; we observe that the
judicial system of this country is deteriorating. It has not
collapsed yet but it has begun to get bad; and there is not
only one case, in fact we know of many others. Many
cases; but what we want to discuss is the big one because
the person involved is the Lord Pres1dent who is in charge
of all other judges and holds a high office. If the Lord
President is involved in shares scam, then we are worried
about the country's legal system. Now we observe that
judges can be bought.
Mr Speaker, if we cannot touch this, we cannot touch on
that, Lhen what should we discuss?
Deputy Speaker [Ong]: No, Honourable Member.
There are still many things you can discuss.

On Judicial Misconduct
Mohamad Sabu: Mr Speaker, let us look at matters
relating to judges; for example there are one or two
instances where we observe that the judgements are
questionable; especially the court judgements on "hopping'· ca<;cs, i.e. cases where elected representatives
switch camp'>. We J...now that there is individual liberty
and the right to decide which party to join. But judges
should also make decisions based on natural justice. But
from what we see now in the "hopping" cases it is as if
the mandate, the wishes a~d the feeli ngs of the people
have been ignored; as the Prime Minister said, "Judges
do not care about the feelings of the people."
Now, let's look at the Bukit Payung case in Terengganu:
the decision was different although the case was similar;
same submission, same lawyers, same judge - a H igh
Court Judge. When it comes to the decision - it was
different. How do I explain this to the people in Bukit
Payung? If they say that the present judge belongs to the
Barisan N~10nal , what can I say to them? If we say: this
is the judge's deci!>ion- but then in a previous case, when
the judge made the decision, he declared thnt an election
had to be held because of certain reasons. Similar case!
This has happened.

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: That is not within my power.

So, if all the judges are seen to beBarisan Nasional judges
- it is serious. Forty eight per cent of the people did not
vote for the Barisan Nasional. If this 48 per cent were to
taJ...e the law into their hands, the judiciary of Malaysia
will be finished.

Mobamad Sabu: We are talking in general terms.

Mr Speaker, the matter of the judges' status ....

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: Honourable ...

Mobamad Sabu : Weare not discussing a particular case.
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"the judicial system of this country has
serious problems which must be solved
if the Barisan Nasional Government
wants this country to be peaceful and
achieve Vision 2020. But if this problem
is allowed to continue, we will raise it
with the people and say that the judicial
system has failed. If judges have been
bought, then there can be no guarantee
of peace in this country."

are magistrates who have been caught for khalawat. DAP
can expose them - I don't want to do that. But the Minister
must take it seriously. We are worried about their
morality, their conduct and the share scandals. And, we
still want to increase their salaries- Ha! Sad case! If they
are involved like this. we are worried that when judges
are tainted, judges are being questioned, all the laws of
this country will be questioned.
This matter is very important. Although I do not speak as
a lawyer, I am voicing the feelings of the people, i.e. the
judicial system of this country has serious problems
which must be solved if the Barisan Nasional Government wants this country to be peaceful and achieve
Vision 2020. But if this problem is allowed to continue,
we will raise it with the people and say that the judicial
system has failed. Ifjudges have been bought, then there
can be no guarantee of peace in this country.

On the LP's Assets
Ruhanie Ahmad: [Stands up]
Wee: {Stands up]

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: The Honourable Member from
Pant Sulong has risen.

Deputy Speaker [Ong]: The Honourable Member...

Mohamad Sabu: ..must be rectified ...

Mohamad Sabu: Some more?

Ruhanie Ahmad: I wish to ask my friend from Nilam
Puri, if the 48 per cent were to take the laws into their
hands, would you support them?

Wee: Just now The Honourable Member from Nilam
Puri said that our judges own extraordinary assets and so
on, can the Honourable Member tell us, who is the judge?
What are his extraordinary assets? Thank you.

Mohamad Sabu: Ifour j udicial system is no more, I will
be with them.

Mr Speaker, the status of the judges has to be further
elevated. They must be careful in their social activities.
We do not want to have a judge who gets drunk and
crawls under the table. After getting drunk, starts dancing
and crawling under the table. The next day, he goes to
court to make decisions. Perhaps it was acceptable during
the 50s and 60s. But now those who get drunk must be
told to stop it. We know about it, I can mention names
but I do not want to. We hope they will repent.
So, for example, this drunkard judge, the next day, he
goes to court, sits on the elevated Bench, and makes a
decision. As Muslims, when we see this, we feel disgusted because we saw him drunk and crawling under the
table. Thus, their status must be safeguarded to maintain
respect.
Dato' Abdul Raman bin Sulaiman I Stands up]: I wish
to seek clarification from the Honourable Member, how
do you know that the judge crawled under the table if you
were not there with him?
Mohamad Sabu: Come off it. We know last night's
football results: that doesn't mean we had to be there at
the stadium. [Applause I Nowadays, there are many channels of information. Alah [Laughter] Too many channels
of information. And as for the social life of judges, there

" ... but we must investigate if he owns
all these assets. The Lord President and
his family are involved; we must set up
a tribunal to investigate the Lord
President and the whole judiciary in
Malaysia"

Mohamad Sabu: For instance, one of the judges, he
owns two bungalows worth RMI million. Then, he has
condominiums in Genting Highland, two units. Then he
has two condominiums in Selesa Hill Home. These
belong to his wife. He also has free membership in
Saujana Golf Club, Kelab Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah,
Tropicana Golf Club, Country Club, Bukit Kiara Resort,
Kelab Darul Ehsan, Staffield Golf and Country Resort,
Perangsang Golf and Country Club, KLGCC, Bukit
Tunggal Golf and Country Club. All these belong to the
Lord President and his family.

If this is the situation and still there is no tribunal being
set up- it is serious!
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Deputy Speaker [On g]: Honourable Member, I have
reminded you repeatedly.
Mohamad Sabu: That's all, but we must investigate if
he owns all these assets. The Lord President and his
family are mvolved; we must set up a tribunal to investigate the Lord President and the whole judiciary in
Malaysia. Thank you.
Deputy Speaker [Ong]: Bukit Bin tang.

.. Justice Must Be Seen To Be
Done .. - 7.25pm
Wee [Bukit Bin tang]: Thank you, Mr Speaker. I rise to
take part in the debate on the Bill to amend the Judges'
Remuneration Act, 1971.
Mr Speaker, the remuneration of the judges was increased substantially on I January 1992 by Gazette
PU(A) 144 compared to their remuneration in the 70s and
80s. Without hesitation, one would agree that judges are
enjoying the best pay in the civil service.

In most countries, if not all, judges are highly paid to
ensure that they can lead comfortable lives, to ensure
that their work commands respect. More importantly, it
is to prevent corrupt practices in the administration of
justice. Judges enjoy high status as human beings who
cannot be bribed and who are loyal and neutral. They are
paid good salaries to ensure that they are independent of
Government and the corporate world.
Mr Speaker, with this understanding, I fully support all
the amendments for all the judges, except for the Lord
President who owns many assets as we have heard from
the Honourable Member from Nilam Puri. I also hope
that judges will maintain their d1gmty and live up to the
demand of the public that their integrity must be beyond
any doubt. Unfortunately, the integrity of our Lord President has not only been questioned now but ever since
1988, when he took an active part in the removal of Tun
Salleh Abas, whose post was taken over by him.
Mr Speaker, in the famous case of Board of Education vs
Rice 1911 page 179, where Lord Loben had said that, I
quote:
A judge or whoever adjudicates must not hear evidence
or recei~·e representation from one side behind the back
of the other. The court M.i/l not inquire whether the
evidence or representation did work to his prejudice,
sufficient that they might do so. The court will not go into
the likelihood of prejudice. The risk of it is enough. No
one who has lost the case will believe he has been fairly
treated if the other side has had access to the judge
without his knowing.

This means where a judge meet-; a litigant in chamber<;
or anywhere. This was a case m 191 I .

Mr Speaker, in another famous case, Regina versus Sussex Justices, ex-parte McCarthy, 1924, I King's Bench,
page 256 where·Lord Hewart, Chief Justice said, I quote:

lt is not merely important but is offundamenUll importance that justice should not only be done but should
manisfestly and wuloubtedly be seen to be done.
If a judge can meet a litigant in his chambers for 35
minutes, and he also hears the case involving the litigant
on 28 April 1993 at the Supreme Court in lpoh, how can
"justice be seen to be done"? How do we question the
decision? And after he has heard the case, he made a
decision in favour of that litigant? If theM in ister of Laws
wishes to verify on this, he can find out from the court
tiles of28 Aprill993 and 28 March 1994 where the Lord
President heard the case of MB f versus me.
Mr Speaker, in the book by Lord Denning entitled "The
Discipline of Law" , he stated that, and I quote:

In considering whether there was a real likelihood of
bias, the court does not look at the mind of the justice
himself or the mind of the Chairman of the Tribunal or
whoever he may be who sits in a judicial capacity. It does
not look to see ifthere was a rea/likelihood that he would
or did, in fact favour one side at the expense ofthe other.
The court looks at the impression which would be given
to other people. Evett if he was as impartial as could be,
nevertheless if a right-minded person thinks that in the
circumstances there was a likelihood ofbias on his part,
then he should not sit. And if he does sit, his decision
cannot stand. The court will not ell(juire whether he did
in fact favour one side unfairly. The reason is plain
enough. Justice must be rooted in confidence and confidence is destroyed when right-minded people go away
thinking the judge was biased.
Mr Speaker, all these three cases have shown that a judge.
whether the Lord President or a High Court Judge, cannot
meet a litigant and if he did meet a litigant or was together
with him, it will create doubts that he might be biased.
We cannot compromise on the principle "justice must not
only be done, it must be seen to be done." This is not a
principle established only yesterday or two or three years
ago. It has existed for hundreds of years under common
law.
I can still remember the Minister of Law informing this
House that a judge cannot meet a litigant when the case
is still pending in court.
Thus, if we look at the case of Tun Salleh Abas, if we
have a decent and proper government, we must set up a
tribunal to investigate and not leave it to the Attorney
General who has said, "Oh! There is no problem."
We have just been told by the Honourable Member from
Nil am Puri that the said judge owns assets worth millions
of dollars. This is a matter that we should not treat lightly
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if we intend to uphold the tmage of the judiciary. The
Government should take prompt action to safeguard the
interest of the nation, to restore whatever confidence
there is left in the judiciary.

Meeting Litigants
Wee: Mr Speaker, there arc all sorts of cases. There is
one where a judge ha.., made a certain decision but, in a
similar case, another judge has probably made & different
decision. In MBf versus me, the Lord President made a
decision that we cannot question an injunction of the
court. However, I have been informed recently that in a
case about three months later than mine, the Lord President sat in a Supreme Court Civil Appeal No.02-45-93,
02-46-93 and 02-47-93.
This case involves Tropicana Golf & Country Resort Sdn
Bhd, in which Vincent Tan or his family has interest in.
In this case, Tan Sri Harun Ha..,him granted an injunction
but this injunction was not obeyed by Tropicana. The case
went up to the Supreme Court and a decision was made
by the Lord President that the injunction need not be
obeyed as Tan Sri Harun Hashim has no right as a
Supreme Court judge to grant such an injunction.
Being a lawyer for about ten years, I was shocked because
I had never seen a decision mudc through a letter. The
copies of the letter were M!nt to the other two judges, i.e.
Yang Amat Arif Tan Sn Datuk Mohd. Eussof Chin and
Yang Arif Datuk Peh Swce Chin. The letter reads as
follows:
Regret to state tluu there is no provision in law 1rhich
enables the Supreme Coun to re1•1ew whatever decision
made after hearing an appeal. In the crue of Wee Choo
Keung vs MBf Holding and another, 1933, 2 MU, 217,
the 1rzju11Ctiongranted by the High Court judge was valid
because he had jurisdiction to do so. However, in your
case which was heard on 2 June 1993, Yang ArifTan Sri
Harun, Supreme Cmm Judge, was not a High Court
Judge al!d he can on/) e~('rftfi! the originating pm-.erof
a High Coun Judge if allowed to do so by the Chief
Justice who takes charge ofrlu: High Coun as stipulated
hy Section20 ofthe Coun ofJudicature Act, 1964. It will
become chaotzc if a Supreme Coun Judge can inteifere
as he wishes in the proceedingf of the High Coun. If the
injunction in the appeal case on 2 June 1993 was issued
by the High Cmm Judge, then the decision of Wee Choo
Keong may.be applicable.

The Minister of Law can read my case in detail in the
MU. The principles in that ca.o;e were decided by the Lord
Prestdent:

Malaysian Business. the Lord President also said on 16
June 1994 in an interview with MalayJian Business "that
Tan Sri Vincent Tan is my close friend- not only Tan Sri
Vincent Tan."

Mr Speaker, this is what the Lord President has said, in
page 9, Malaysian Business dated 16 June 1994: It just
happened that "Loy ' was one of those whom I knew. I
knew Tan Sri Goh Tong - Genting Bhd. I krzew Tan Sri
Vincent Tan. 1 /mew practically everybody. I have been a
;udgefor 26 years now in KL - surely./ play golf. /'m;ust
like any other hummz being.
Mr Speaker, from the principle, "justice must not only be
done, it must be seen to be done", how can a judge hear
a case which involves his friend? Here we have clear
proof, which has been admitted by the Lord President
himself.

Speaker [Tan Sri Zahir]: Honourable Member, do you
have any other point to make?
Wee: I have some more, Mr Speaker.

Speaker: Those minor questions; he is known to
everybody; but he cannot hear cases if he knows them;
he cannot hear any cases at all.
Wee: But...

Speaker : The bottom line
That is sufficient.

tS,

he should not be biased.

Wee: But it is difficult, Mr Speaker, you should know as
a former judge yourself, Mr Speaker.

Speaker:. Yes.
Wee: If we know a litigant, even though we are not
biased, it will create suspicion ...

Speaker : I am not... ..
Wee: So, it is better and more proper, Mr Speaker, for us
not to meet a litigant so as to avoid such a situation.

Speaker: I cannot use that word, becauo;e sometimes all
the JUdges know a person, Sa} a well-known person. All
the judges know him. so m tho-;c Circumstances, it means
he cannot be tried. How can that be possible? I cannot
accept that. When we carry out the job, we should not be
biased; we should hear all the available evidence without
personal feelings This is the requirement. If not, we
cannot do our job in court.

Every court order, even if it is void or invalid, must be
strictly obeyed until set aside.

For instance, if a minister has been sentenced, like Dato'
Mokhtar Hashim. the former Mmister of Youth, all the
judges know him. So. how do we try him - there must be
judges to try him. What i-; required i., that they are not
bm.'ied and do not take sides.

In this decision, I am puu.lcd over why there can be
different decisions in Similar cases. If we were to read

Wee: Thank you, Mr Speaker. But how do we reconcile
that case with the cases I have brought to the attention of
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this House, like Hoard of Education vs Rice or Sussex
Justice: and Lord Denning. a famous judge ...
Speaker: Yes. that is only in theory. rorexample, if John
Major is sentenced in England. He is charged for an
offence: surely all the judges in England know him. Who
is going to try him? There ha ve to be exceptions.
Wee: Mr Speaker. what surprised me is that. in my case,
the decision was in favour of his friend Tan Sri Loy, but
in the three cases I have raised. the circumstances were
similar, hut the decision was different and in favour of his
friend. the family of Tan Sri Vincent Tan.
NeYcrthelcss. Mr Spcah~r. I accept what has been said by
the Mini&ter of Law - that it is not proper for a judge to
meet a litigant to a\'oid any form of suspicion.

More on the LP's Assets ...
Wee: Mr Speaker. if we look at what has been suggested
in that Act and what has heen said by my friend from
Nilam Puri . I feel that we do not need this amendment
because I have obtained a clear answer from the Minister
otTinancc on I JJuly 1994. i.e. the shareholders who held
more than 100.000 shnres in Eu Finance in 1979. 1980.
1981. 1983 and 1984 were as follows:
From 1979 to 1980. Azian Ayoh Cihazali owned 864,000
shares.
Abdulllamicl Ornar owned 400.000 shares.
From 19~H to 1984. Alxiul Hamid Omar and Azian Ayob
Ghnznli owned 3,728,252 shares in Eu Finance Bhcl.
'In view of the assets owned, I feel thnt we do not need
this amendment for the Lord President. If we do a calculation. as l have done. based on the Jud~es' Remuneration Act 197 1 gazelle No. PU(A) 144 and I must inform
this House that Tun Ilamid Omar was appointed as High
Court judge on 20 September 1968 unti I I March 1980,
when he was elevated to the po~t of Federal Court judge.
I have made a calculation that from 20 September 1968
to 2R f:chruary 19RO. totalling 13R months - nnd every
month he was paid RM 18,880 ....
Syed Hamid: Point of order.
Speaker: Yes, point of order, Honourable Mcmher.
Syed Hamid: I seek a ruling from the Speaker. if we
discuss a specific judge's assets, it is personal and it
requires, as stipulated by the Standing Orders a substantive motion.
Speaker: Yes. I ngree - 36(8). If you want to speak or
refer to a pm1icu lar pe~on. a !>ubstantive motion is required .

Speaker: Yes, but if we want to refer to the character of
a specific judge, we have to apply Standing Order 36(8)
-a suhstantive motion.
Wee: But in my calculation , it is only 2.4 million ....
Speaker: The Honourable Member, that's enough. I
have allowed you to speak nnd this matter has been
brought up repeatedly- this House should not become a
court.
Wee: Mr Spenker, in terms of shares, there were RM3.7
million and his remuneration during his tenure as Hi!:!h
Cour1 judge...:
'
Speaker LZahir]: Honourable Member. I have made the
decision that you should not touch on personal character.
Wee: Okay. Mr Speaker, if we follow the clear principle
in Hoard of Education nnd S ussex Justices ex-parte McCarthy, and what has been said by Lord Denning in his
book, then the judge should not preside over any case
which involves MBf Ciroup of Companies or his friends
like Vincent Tan nnd Lim Goh Tong. 13ut the l .ord
President deemed it tit to preside over my nppeal case on
28 April 1993 at the Supreme Court in Ipoh.
Speaker LZa hirJ: Honournble Mernber.that' scnough on
this matter; it has been repeated too mnny times~ It's
enough. I think the Minister of Law has underst(Xxl and
I understand. too.
Wee: I hope the Minister of 1.-:.tw understands this matter
because it involves a principle that has been established
for hundreds of years: and it is not a new principle. I think
that if we do not take prompt action, the country will lose
conlidence in our judiciary and it may affect fi.1reign
investment. foreign investment comes into this co untry
and if our judiciary is not independent, it will be chaotic
especially when: the facts arc similar but the decisions
are differe nt. This wil l chase away the investors who will
not have contidcnce anymore.
Nevertheless. I will support the Judges· Re111uneration
Act to uphold the independence of the judiciary and I
hope that we can fight corruption. And we wish to know
whether the position of the Minister of Law is hi ghcr than
the I -ard President or the other way round - ;nd what
action the government is going to take after what has been
said by the Honourable Member from Nilarn Puri. mvsclf
and the Opposition Leader- and whether the Lord President will resign because of all these scnndals.
Thank you . •

SOURC£: Hxtracts .from the Malaysian Hansard
NI:XI/SSUE: SYED H AMID'S reply to the points
rn isecl above.

Wee: Yes, Mr Speaker, hut we arc debating the Judges
Remuneration Act before us.
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